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Section 1: Introduction to CTM

EUS Complete Tender Management (CTM) is a comprehensive tool that allows
tenders to be created, distributed and evaluated without the need to create and
manage paper documents. CTM makes the tendering process easier for both
buyers and suppliers and covers the entire process including the contract
management phase.

Tender Management is used by government organisations and general contractors
to improve the efficiency of the tendering process. For those who respond to
tenders, for example general contractors, sub-contractors and trades people, tender
management simplifies and speeds up the process of formulating tender responses.
You can add all of the necessary drawings, specifications, schedules, tender
documents and other attachments to the Request for Tender you issue or receive.
Buyers have access to a rich database of their chosen suppliers when issuing a
Request for Tender. If appropriate, you can source potential new suppliers,
complete with pre-qualification details, from the supplier database.
Suppliers are able to present information to initiating organisations at the time and
place that purchasing decisions are made.
Tender Management offers you the following advantages:







Saves you time and money compared with traditional methods
Greatly improves the exchange and management of information
Improves accuracy throughout the tendering, quotation and contract process
Reduces time wasted on low value administration (faxes, phone, travelling)
Increases traceability
Web-based for easy access to information – anytime, anywhere
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Section 2: Accessing Tender Management
EUS CTM (Complete Tender Management) is only available if your company has
registered to use this system.
To access EUS CTM:
1.

Open your web browser and go to your CTM logon page.
Insert your Username and Password into the appropriate fields then click on
the [Log in] button.
The EUS Tender Management Welcome Page displays.

2.1

Modules and settings within tender management
Tender management has modules and settings which can be switched on or off.
This guide describes most modules and settings available within the tendering
process. If you do not find specific links or modules when accessing the system it is
likely that certain modules are switched off. To see the modules you can access,
review your personal profile described in section Edit user profile within this
document.
Modules that can be switched off are for example; Planned Procurement, EAuctions, Approvals, Dynamic Purchase System, Meta Data, Dynamic Forms,
Dynamic reporting, Contract Management.
To read in detail about the contract module and process within CTM please
read the Contract Management manual, available if you have the CA module
switched on.
If you would like additional modules switched on, contact your company
administrator or your country specific CTM support.
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Section 3: Structure start
The Tender Management solution can be run ”Project” based if desired. ”Project´s”
enable re-use of information between My Tenders, collection of all ”Project” related
documents in a ”Project” document folder and gives access to the Bill of Quantities
(BoQ) Manager. Depending on authority setting and semantics the word ”Project”
might in your configured solution be called e.g. workspace, folder, category or
department depending on your authority structure. In this user manual the word
”Project” is used as the possibility to group your tenders into either for example:
tender types or category procurement types etc.
To access your ”Project´s” and tenders, click on the relevant link under the
My Tenders heading. “My Ongoing” is all the tenders that you have created,
“Ongoing” is the tenders you have been given access to additionally by other
procurement buyers within your authority, “Closed” are all closed tenders that you
have access to.
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3.1

”Projects”/Workspace
Within ”Projects”/Workspace you can create any number of Tenders, the ”Project”
functions as a grouping with similar Tenders within the same area OR for example
by department etc. Within the ”Project” you assign your team or group of members
that will be working in the ”Project” and there is also a document folder where you
can upload ”Project” specific documents such as ”Project” plan. Each of the
uploaded documents can be linked in to any of the Tenders within the ”Project”.

3.2

Create a ”Project”/Workspace
To create a new ”Project”:
1.

From the home page, click on the relevant link. The My Tenders screen
displays.

2.

Click the [Create new Project] button.

3.

Fill out the form. Ensure that mandatory fields (*) are completed. Read help
text if you have an additional field called “Publication Organisation Name” as
this is important for any notices created by your authority

4.

Click on the [Save] button.

5.

The Edit access for ”Project” screen displays. Click Add/Remove members. If
no new members can be added at this point, click cancel. New members can
be added later, see next section: Assign team to ”Project” for more
information about adding members.
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6.

General information about a ”Project” can later be edited. Just press the [Edit
Project] button for the required ”Project” and edit the information.

When creating Tenders the ”Project’s” general information will be used.

3.3

Assign team to ”Project” or directly on tender
By assigning team and users to a ”Project” you will give access to users within your
company to work within the ”Project” and all Tenders created within. You can assign
editor or viewer access rights. Afterwards on actual tender level you will have the
possibility to select which of the project members should also receive any messages
sent within the system for that specific tender.
To assign teams and users to a ”Project”:
1.

From the home page, click on the My Tenders link. The My Tenders screen
displays.

2.

Click the Assign team link for the ”Project”.

NOTE: If you have decided NOT to make a tender within a project you can assign
team access directly on tender level from top of the checklist of the tender.
3.

The Edit access for ”Project” screen displays. Click on Add/Remove

4.

A list of available users and teams will show.
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5.

Select the teams and users you want to give access to your ”Project”, use the
arrows to move them to the right hand pane. Use the Ctrl-key to select more
than one user. And use the top search field to search for any user whose
name contains your search letters.

6.

Click [Save] when done

7.

Select the roles a team or user will have in your ”Project” by clicking the
boxes for each user and team. The following roles are available.



Editor – Can both access and change information within the ”Project”, i.e.
adding documents, creating Tenders, change any of the Tenders within the
”Project”.



Limited editor – Can edit Tenders or created contracts within ”Project”, but
cannot create any new ones
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3.4



Viewer – The viewer can see all the ”Project” information, but cannot edit
anything within the ”Project”.



Limited viewer – The limited viewer has the same access as the viewer, but
cannot see the supplier quotations sent in.



Evaluator – Can only evaluate the section/heading you give rights to within the
evaluation tool.

8.

Click [Save] when the selecting of roles is completed.

9.

Change owner - You also have the possibility at later stage to change owner
of this project (same functionality exists on tender level)

”Project” Document Folder
The”Project” document folder is a way for you as user to store all ”Project” related
documents in one place. The documents can be used within each of the Tenders in
the ”Project” by linking them in.
To access ”Project” document folder
1.

From the home page, click on the My Tenders link. The My Tenders screen
displays.

2.

Click on the Documents link for the required ”Project”. The Document folder
screen displays. For more information about the functionality within a
document folder, see Section 6.3 Document Folders.

3.4.1 Closing an Department or Tender
Close Tender
After having finished the process you can close the Tender or a whole ”Project”. All
closed Tenders and ”Project´s” are moved to the Completed tab, both for you as a
buyer and on the supplier side.
NOTE:
You can only close a Project/Department/Workspace if all tenders within are closed
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After closing no changes can be made to either the ”Project” or the Tender.
To close/archive the tender you should go to one of the last points in the checklist:

Once you have archived your tender it is then not editable with exception of user
rights and internal documents.
You can find your archived tender in the completed tab of your tender list

A closed tender can be reopened again, should the need arise. To reopen the
tender go to the administration view next to checklist and click on the activate
button.
Any user with “editor” rights to the tender can reopen it and the reopening will be
logged in the audit trail
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Section 4: Initiate Tender process
CTM supports Tender Management, eAuctions and contract management. The
administrator decides and can design the “process templates” to be available for the
users within the system. A process template may contain any number of “phases”
and multiple phases of the same type. That means that you can run a process with
multiple Tender phases, e.g. one for pre-qualification/PQQ and one for
tendering/quotation and if needed one for negotiation. The following types of phases
are available within the system:
Types of phases:
Tender phase – Tendering phase where you can send out information to potential
suppliers, configure a response form to be filled out by the suppliers and evaluate
responses received. The Tender phase can consist of any number of steps, for
example first a pre-qualification phase and then any number of negotiation steps.
eAuction phase – A possibility to make the received quotes transparent among the
suppliers, still with confidentiality.
Contract phase – Enables management of the contracts online. You can create a
contract file, collaborate with the supplier and receive the formal acceptance.
You can either issue a Tender within a specific ”Project” or separately from a
”Project” (non-”Project” based procurement). When working within a ”Project” you
get access to the ”Project” information management tools described in Error!
eference source not found. Error! Reference source not found..

4.1

Initiate Tender process and create first Lot
The initiation process contains configuration of the actual process to be run and the
creation of the Lots containing information to be distributed to the suppliers. The
amount and type of information can vary between processes but the system allows
for documents, data on data layer or general text descriptions.

4.1.1 Process alternatives
The following details/settings can be used within a Tender. These are set up by
your CTM system administrator and define how they should work for a particular
procedure. Some of these settings might be pre-set, some switched off and
others visible for the user to decide upon each created tender.
For example: Restricted Procedure should be a PQQ/Qualifying phase with certain
parameters and then Quotation phase with other parameters (price schedule for
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example). If you have chosen a simple 3 quote procedure you will for example not
have to take any decision regarding publishing any notice or selecting CPV code.
Setting
Description
Settings on main Tender level
Standalone template
Only for information and documents NOT possible to
express interest on.
Allow automatic addition of
Allow automatic addition of questions created the
questions from template
questions/requirement library within company admin
interface
Pre-Qualification tender
Mini-Quote tender
This is if you have the personalisation module switched
on, it is not call-off/mini quote on framework agreement.
Number of process steps
The number of process steps, use two steps if you want
to start with a pre-qualification without quote information
and then short-list suppliers to the quote step.
Include auction
Decides whether the RFT should end with an online
auction, the auction is not counted in the number of
steps. You can also create a template to include an
auction only
Initial estimated value
Sets if the initial value should be used or not when using
guidance, is not visible for suppliers
Currency
Currency of the FRT
Minimum Standstill period/
Standstill may apply to certain tenders. The functionality
(Alcatel directive rules)
within the system means that award letters are sent
AUTOMATICALLY. The suppliers not selected are in a
position to challenge the award within ten days and
receiving a detailed report describing the award reason.
Only enable this function in system if you want the
result/consequences,
Enable selection of CPV
Use classification from the Common Procurement
codes from checklist
Vocabulary. Classifying your tender makes it easier to
attract suppliers with appropriate expertise as well as
gives them a notification if they have requested alerts
upon certain published CPV codes.
Enable quicker upfront
If the tender will contain more than one lot/package, you
definition of Multiple
can select this option. This will take the creator of the
packages
tender to an intermediate step where multiple lots can
be created simultaneously.
DPS Qualification
To be used when you wish to create an Dynamic
Purchases System process for the qualification phase,
for DPS qualification also assure that you set following
extra settings later on: Tender box – NO, Allow authority
access to supplier responses... - YES
DPS Tender
To be used when you create the process for the actual
tender phase within a DPS process using a specific
previous qualification. Also assure that you set following
setting “Enable selection of suppliers and invitation of
those” - YES
Hide authority procurer´s
This setting hides the procurer´s contact details from the
user information in the
suppliers taking part in this tender.
audit train
Hide supplier names for all
The offers/quotations will be shown “anonymously”
user throughout the entire
hence the buyer should/will not see which supplier sent
process (for design
in the quotation as the supplier name will be hidden until
contest)
the buyer/authority awards a specific quotation. Per
default set as no and hidden
Hide Metadata Forms
There is a possibility to hide the metadata forms within
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the tender checklist. The setting are used as any other
regular setting from the process template and can also
be edited when creating the tender if the process allows
editing of the setting.

Publish qualified suppliers
for DPS qualification
Prohibit Archive if not all
contracts are signed
Enable use of complaint
procedure
Set evaluation model

Automatically make
attached documents
publically downloadable
after response deadline
External publication site

Automatically send tender
changes notification email
to suppliers.
Automatically email when
tender is published or first
invite sent to suppliers
Dynamic checklist

The setting is only available if the customer has the
metadata forms module switched on
Show which suppliers are qualified openly on the DPS
when people search for DPS qualifications
Archiving not possible at the bottom of the checklist if
the contracts are not status final and signed.
Should the complaint procedure be available to use by
each procurement officer in each tender created.
Define if the company or this type of tenders should
have relative weighting or value added as evaluation
model, or leave unhidden for selection on each tender
created.
Make the tender documentation available public and
possible to download by anyone accessing the site after
deadline has passed.
Select any publishing page this tender should be
published to such as TED, Utbud DK, TenderNed, Doffin
Any changes made to the tender will automatically
inform the supplier of this. This is done once per day
during the night-job.
When a tender is published or suppliers invited all
persons internally that have access to this tender will be
informed of this.

Select which of the Dynamic checklists, created by
your CTM System Administrator within Admin
interface, should be used for this particular tender
process. Dropdown with selection will appear.

Automatically add
Printshops

Automatically add printshops to be used by suppliers to
print our documentation.
Settings for each step within the Tender
General Keys
Require supplier´s
If desired you can include tender conditions that you
acceptance of standard
wish the suppliers to accept. This is considered as
conditions to enable access separate from the response to the RFT and acceptance
to any tender
can be required either before access is given to the
documentation
Tender information or as part of the response.
Allow suppliers to also
When using multiple packages within the RFT, the
make discount bid if
supplier can be prompted to set a discount bid, which
awarded all of multiple
will be a total discount price if the supplier is awarded for
packages
all the packages within the proposal.
Enable selection of
Decides whether the buyer is allowed to search and
suppliers and the invitation
invite suppliers. If this option is not selected, suppliers
of those
will only be added through the publishing
Require supplier´s
Unless alternative bid is enabled by the procurer in the
acceptance of standard
process template the supplier will not be able to give
conditions in attached
any quotation without accepting the stated document, if
documents
supplier chooses to answer not compliant and the
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Minimum number of
documents required to be
attached by the supplier in
order to submit
Lock data after response
deadline

Tender box keys
Tender Box

Tender box opening delay
Minimum amount of listed
users required to open the
tender box
Double envelope

Allow authority access to
supplier
quotations/responses
before deadline
Automatic e-mail (issue of
minutes of opening) sent to
suppliers upon tender box
opening
Proposal submission key
Require explicit total price
quotation (besides any
PS/BoQ pricing) in bid to
enable supplier submission
Allow late submission of
proposals i.e. after deadline
for step

Allow supplier download of
docs prior to accepting
invitation
Allow suppliers to revise
their quotation
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alternative bid setting is enabled the supplier will only be
able to give an alternative quotation.
Forces the supplier to attach certain amount of
documents that you want to be attached before he can
make any submit. Submission unavailable unless same
amount of documents attached that the procurer has
stated.
If you have this setting as Yes the consequence is that
the procurement officer cannot change any of his own
data after the RFQ deadline. (Such as QQ, documents
etc.) If any changes have to be made to the original
tender documents the ETQ will have to be moved
forward/opened.
The buyer can if desired set up a Tender box. Through
using a tender box offers cannot be read until the box
has been opened. When creating the RFT a set of keys
can be specified that are required for the opening of the
tender box.
Amount of days that should take place after end time
quotation before the tender box can be opened.
The procurer can use this key to determine which of the
users and foremost how many of the users assigned to
this particular project should open the actual tender box
The response submitted by suppliers is split into two
parts with separation of the commercial and technical
offer. Supplier offers cannot be read until the envelopes
have been opened.
Any quotations received are displayed directly when
received unless tender box is used.

Upon tender box opening the system send an e-mail to
all suppliers informing them of this.

This setting will force the supplier to give a
total price in separate place irrespective of if
there is an Bill of Quantity/Prise Schedule
attached with a total or not.
By default all suppliers are locked upon End
time Quotation (ETQ).
Through accepting late offers the buyer allows
suppliers to send in offers also after ETQ and
manually controls the locking of suppliers.
Suppliers can make changes until locked by
the buyer. (All proposals will however be time
stamped)
Allowing the supplier to download documents
prior to accepting the invitation of the RFT, if
not selected the suppliers will only see a list of
documents prior to accepting the invitation.
The suppliers are allowed to update a
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quotation once sent and re-send the quotation.
It is the latest sent in quotation that will be
used.
The encryption and offline editor is a way for
the buyer to protect themselves from the CTM
system provider. When selecting this option,
the supplier has to download an offline editor
and creates his proposal in that application.
When submitting he uploads the whole
proposal to the site including his public
encryption key. To see the proposals the
buyer has to decrypt with his private key.
Allow suppliers to start working on their
proposals after accepting their public
invitations

Enable Encryption of
supplier proposal

Allow suppliers to start
working on their proposals
after accepting their public
invitations
Disable submit of
alternative bid

Disable submit of online
proposals
Show supplier progress
bar(supplier side)

Show supplier proposal
progress (buyer side)






Bill of Quantities/Price
Schedule keys
Request pricing of items in
bid
Require pricing on all
attached items
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This setting gives you the possibility to disable
submission of any alternative pricing/bid,
(should you also have entered any compliance
documentation that the supplier would not
comply with then the result of this setting
enabled would be that the supplier cannot
make any submission)
Should per default be NO as this setting stops
any online submission.
Enables the supplier to see his own progress
in answering the quotation by showing the
green amount of percentage completed tender
bar.
The status of each supplier with the response
is displayed to you before the ETQ has been
passed. This gives you insight of if a supplier
has started working or not
Show progress – Allows the buyer to see all
progress made by the supplier, such as answering
the invitation, setting prices to BoQ-items,
answering questions etc. this progress is shown in
the audit trail. The actual prices or answers are
shown.
Show downloads – The buyer only sees if the
supplier is viewing information such as the
invitation or documents.
Hide progress – Hides all the progress with the
supplier progress, the buyer cannot even see if the
supplier has submitted any quotation or viewed
the invitation.

Suppliers are requested to fill in BoQ prices.
The authority procurer has to create items for
the supplier to price
The supplier must fill in prices on all items
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prior sending his quotation, he will not be able
to send empty rows unless specifically
entering that a row is included or excluded
Allowing the supplier to amend the BoQ list
with own created items

Allow supplier to add own
items to BoQ
Evaluation keys
Enable manual update of
category status after
evaluation

If desired the supplier database can be split
into various categories. If this setting is
checked the process includes a step for
update of this category status.
Evaluation is split up in two parts where all
gateway questions answered are first partthose suppliers that do not comply with
gateway will not appear in the second
evaluation in analytics engine.
With this setting you will not see all the
supplier answers side by side but only one
supplier at the time in both qualification view
and analytical engine view.
The team that is involved with the procurement
is not allowed to do any evaluation; the
evaluation must be made by another
evaluation team. None of the supplier names
are shown during the evaluation process. All
this to assure completely un bias evaluation.

Use two step
evaluation(qualification and
evaluation for example in
one step procedure)

Allow evaluation of single
supplier at the time only.

Use strict evaluation

General publication keys
Publish on client public site

Setting if the RFT should be published or not
on the local CTM-site (Should preferable never
be set as Hide if Yes)
CTM supports exporting and direct publishing
to third-party publishing sites.
This setting should never be set as Hide
(unless not used for this type of process) as it
will prohibit the user to find and fill in any
notice form.
CTM will take care of sending the publication
to the following publishing sites:

Publish notification.
External sites
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OJEU (Official Journal EU) – The common
publish place for all of EU, all public entities
within EU have to publish the RFT to OJEU, if
above threshold value. For the OJEU
notifications CTM currently support Form 2
(Contract notice) and Form 5 (Contract notice –
Utilities)
BOAMP – BOAMP is the French equivalence to
OJEU, when publishing to BOAMP, the
publication will be sent from BOAMP to OJEU
Udbudsvagten – Danish equivalence to OJEU,
when publishing to Udbudsvagten, the
publication will be sent from Udbudsvagten to
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Minimum lead time
between publication and
response time

OJEU
Doffin – Norwegian national publishing site
TenderNed – The national publishing site in the
Netherlands
Contracts Finder UK - three forms exist; “Below
OJEU Speculative”, “Below OJEU Contract” and
“Below OJEU Contract Award”. Currently we
support “Below OJEU Contract”

This setting automatically guarantees certain
minimum amount of days set in creating the
tender between publication and end time
quotation/deadline for allowed response.
Once the awarded supplier is selected you can
choose to publish the awarded supplier. This
can help third-level suppliers in finding quotes
Same as for the notification publication, CTM
supports publication and integration

Publish awarded supplier
on client public site
Publish supplier award.
External sites


OJEU (Official Journal EU) – Within OJEU,
CTM currently has the support for Form 3
(Contract award notice) and Form 6 (Contract
award notice – Utilities)

4.1.2 Create Tender with a single process step
Initiate process:
1.

From the home page, click on “My ongoing” under the My Tenders heading
(Buyer services). The My Tenders screen displays.

2.

Click on the [Create TENDER] button within the ”Project” or, if not ”Project”
related, within the non ”Project” related area.
Enter a reference (not mandatory) this reference will be part of the short
description of the tender.
Short description is the tender name advertised and visible for all parties.

3.
4.
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5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Detailed description (not mandatory) is shown as an overall description for
the entire tender, (not on lot/package level) This description pre-populates
the TED form if such is being published.
Select the desired legal procedure/process (Open, Restricted, Quick Quote
or any process your authority uses and has created in the solution.)

The page is reloaded and the different phases and the settings for each
phase are displayed. Depending on configurations made by the company
administrator settings may be editable or not. Some of the settings can have
been set to hidden by the company administrator, and is not displayed to the
creator of the Tender. (Previous table))
Select which checklist for the tender you wish to use (see picture below) Your
authority system administrator can crete multiple checklist that are configured
to suit specific procedures. Select the appropriate checklist in the dropdown.
Another alternative depending on settings selected by your
systemadministrator is that you start the creating process by selecting an
approximate value which subsequently automatically suggest which legal
process can be selected based on the value the user selected. (possible to
override with an exception rule
Value entered, processes suggested
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Click on the [Save] button when finished with all settings. The Tender has now been
created, including the first Lot.
Tender checklist is displayed containing all the steps that are to be performed for
this Tender. On the right hand side you have the below checklist in workflow order,
and on the left hand side you have links to different functionality that to some extent
also can be reached from the tender main page, such as create message, Task
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management, Notify of changes etc., remove suppliers etc. There is also an
“Instructions” button with some help text regarding this page.
See left hand side of the checklist screen – Administration part where you can
perform several tasks-this is not in any workflow order but simply activities possible
during entire process. At the bottom of the administration screen you can cancel a
tender and copy it.

If you cancel the tender it will be clearly marked
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On your list of tenders it will have the cancelled icon

The tender will not be shown on the public tender list within CTM after cancellation.
You can only delete a tender if no suppliers have been added or entered.
If you copy a tender you will be able to choose if you want to copy the whole tender
or specific parts of it.

You also have the possibility to directly set the tender deadline of the new tender.
The parts of the tender not listed in this page are not copied to the new tender.
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NOTE!
Publications to TED, Udbudsvagten, Contracts Finder and Doffin must be cancelled
manually by the contracting authority. The integrations for those sites do not allow
any automatic cancellation/with-draw of a publication. A publication to TED can be
cancelled by using amendment notice.
Publications to Tendered will be automatically with-drawn from the TenderNEd
publication site
At the bottom of the checklist you can: view the tender, edit the tender settings if
any are available to edit, Add lot/package and Add step if a several steps
procedure.

4.1.3 Create Tender with multiple step process
Initiate process:
1.

From the home page, click on the relevant tab of My Tenders.

2.

Click the [Create TENDER] button within the ”Project” or, if not ”Project”
related, within the none ”Project” related area.

3.

Select the desired multiple step process template (for example Restricted,
Negotiated) and wait a few seconds.

4.

The page is reloaded and the different phases and the settings for each
process step are displayed. For easier handling it is recommended that you
separate the process steps by changing their names to Qualification and or
RFQ/Negotiation or relevant.
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5.

Click on the [Save] button when finished with all settings.

The Tender has now been created, including the first Lot, and Tender checklist is
displayed containing all the steps that are to be performed for this Tender. Both
checklists can be minimized as you work with each of the steps. See example
below.
Top part of the checklist is for both steps, bottom part is the contract part thus for
both steps too. But the checklist for PQQ and RFQ will be slightly different; for
example publish contract notice will be an activity on Qual step, as well as
shortlisting suppliers to second step, but Inviting of suppliers is in RFQ step as well
as Award Notice is in the RFQ step. Here in picture below they have been
minimized.
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The difference between a single step process and multiple process steps:
When using two process steps you are able to qualify suppliers separately in the
first step. The checklist will contain all steps after each other. After suppliers have
answered the PQQ in step one it is possible to evaluate which suppliers that should
be invited into the second tender step. The suppliers only see the deadline dates of
the step to which they have showed interest or have been shortlisted and invited to,
as well as the documentation, requirements and any specification.

4.1.4 Editing the Tender and setting up response
The checklist is the edit page as well as a page for seeing the “tasks”/actions to be
done within a Tender. Most of the Tasks/Actions are optional, and does not have to
be filled in. When a step is filled completed the marker in the checklist turns green.
You can set it back to pending (yellow) by clicking the image, and also set not
completed tasks to green to mark a completed task. The ORDER of the below
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actions on checklist can differ between authorities depending on requirements and
internal process defined by superuser/implementation team.

4.1.5 Manage Lots/Packages:

You can add and edit existing Lot, Lots contain the information to be filled in by the
suppliers, e.g. prices for Bill of Quantities, Qualification questionnaires, documents
and a total quote. Using the Lots will allow you to split up the Tender in different
parts where you are requesting different prices, each supplier can choose which lot
or if all lots are to be priced and responded to.
Please note that it is important to enter more detailed description regarding your
procurement. In this section you have space of 500 characters to enter detailed
description text for this specific lot rather than the initial description which was for
the entire tender
Multiple lots within a Tender
You can, if desired create multiple Lots within the same Tender. This enables you to
split a bigger Lot into multiple Lots to receive and compare prices both from
suppliers that can deliver all Lots and suppliers that can deliver single Lots.
To create an additional Lot:
1.

From the Tender checklist page, click the [Add Lot] button at the bottom. The
create Lot screen is displayed

2.

Enter the information about the new Lot and click [Save]

3.

BoQ, questions and documents can now be added to the new Lot from the
checklist

Copy an existing Lot
A whole Lot including all BoQ, documents, questions set up on the original Lot can
be copied to be an additional Lot within the Tender.
1.

From the Tender checklist page, click the Manage Lots link at the top of the
checklist.

2.

Click the [Copy] button to copy the Lot selected, when copying all data from
the original Lot will be copied, such as documents, settings and qualification
questions.
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4.1.6 Assign team

You can assign team members to work with this Tender (only applicable to Tenders
outside a ”Project”, for Tenders within a ”Project” all team-member administration
are administrated on ”Project” level). Members can be given editor or viewer rights
depending on what type of tasks they will be performing within the Tender. See the
”Project” section above for more detailed information as how to do this. You can
also change the owner of the tender. All this can be done from the tender checklist.

NB This option is only available when creating a Tender outside of a ”Project”.
Otherwise, the management of team members is performed for the entire ”Project”.
1.

On the Edit access screen you can see which team members can access the
Tender. If there are no members in the list or if you want to remove members,
click the [Add/Remove members…] button.

2.

In the left box the available team members are listed. By selecting one or
more members and clicking the right arrow button, the users are assigned to
the Tender.

3.

Click the [Save] button to save settings and return to the Edit access screen.

4.

Check the appropriate box whether the user should have Editor, Viewer or
Limited viewer rights. Then click [Save] to store the settings.

5.

Once you have different members on your list you can also select to change
owner of the entire tender.
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4.1.7 Tender dates

From here you edit all the dates relevant to the Tender, end-times, publishing etc.
click on EDIT from checklist, depending on how many steps your procedure has,
PQQ step+IRFQ step + negotiation step for example you will have several
deadlines for each step. The supplier will only see the current step he is taking
part in.

1.

On the Edit dates screen, select which dates to use by selecting the checkbox. If you have created a Tender from a template you may be obliged to fill
in some of the dates. Enter the dates and click [Save].

2.

You also have option to set some dates for information purpose towards the
supplier.
a) Deadline of clarification question: deadline for supplier to send
clarification questions to owner of the tender
b) Validity of tender: For how long the buyer wants this tender/answer to
be valid
c) Planned award date: the estimated date for tender to be awarded
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4.1.8 Set message recipients

1. Click on Set message recipient
2. Select which ones of the team members should receive direct messages from
suppliers regarding this tender. If you do NOT select anybody additionally the
message will only be sent to the creator of the tender

4.1.9 Setting the CPV-codes:

Within EU the standard to categorise a public Tender is the CPV tree (Common
Procurement Vocabulary). Each public Tender should be tagged with one or more
CPV codes. They will populate the contract notice and enable suppliers to be
alerted.
1.

On the add CPV codes screen, click the [Add] button. The CPV is displayed
in a pop-up window.

2.

Select one or more categories for your Tender. Scroll down the list and go
further down in the tree to find the exact category.

3.

When finished selecting, click the [Save] button at the top. The window is
closed and the screen below is refreshed and the selected categories are
listed. Click the [Done] button to go back to the checklist.

4.

If you are uncertain of which CPV code you need, simply enter a search
word in the search string field to get some options from the system.
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4.1.10 Manage Publication Sites

Publication sites, as predefined by your
System Administrator in the process
template, in this example they are
editable and defined to local site and
TED.
“Sector” is automatically set up from the
authority profile that the System
Adminitrator has set up. Depending on
which sector is defined on this page
different notices will be avilable later in
the process.

4.1.11 Manage evaluation model
If you have selected the Online Evaluation tool you have several price formulas
available for your tender, as well as the possibility not to do any evaluation online.
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By clicking on the help icons (question mark) there is more information given about
every field in addition to to help text on the left hand side of the page. Expand and
minimize help text by clicking on the help icon. Current limitations to each model will
depend on available release on the digital environment. The latest correct help texts
of exception and so on will be inside the solution to read.

Evaluation can be made per lot or lots as part of a total 100%

Scoring on price formulas available are
Standard: Automatic price score calculation formula:

(MaximumScore)-100*(1-(LowestBid/bid))
Expected price: Automatic price score calculation formula:

100*( 1 - (bid - MinimumExpectedPrice)/(MaxExpectedPrice MinExpectedPrice))
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Dedicated: Automatic price score calculation formula:

100*(1 - (bid -LowestBid)/(Factor*LowestBid) )

Select the required tool, model and price formula and finalise by clicking Save.
Create your requirement sections from the checklist that you will enter weights on
later in the checklist.

4.1.12 Selecting requested pricing:

Click on the link by the Pricing required section to make changes to the pricing
requested.
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The following configurations are available:


Request Total Quote from supplier – IF you select total quote per lot and you
have a tender with several lots the consequence will be that the suppliers will
have to price at least one lot in order to be able to submit.
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Optional total quotes – The supplier can fill in any optional add on quotes to
the total quote. When entering quotes the buyer can use these to add to the
total quote received from the supplier



Disable alternative quote – By default suppliers has two fields for entering
total quotes, one for a fully compliant quote and one for alternative quote i.e. a
total quote that does not cover all the requirements. You can here disallow the
supplier from entering an alternative quote not fulfilling all the requirements.



Pricing of BoQ file requested – request a priced bill from suppliers, this option
requires you to upload a list of BoQ items to the Tender for the suppliers to
price



Pricing of all items required – requests suppliers to price all items within the
BoQ, suppliers cannot submit a proposal until the all rows are priced.



Allow supplier to add items – decide if suppliers should be able to create own
items or edit existing items or not. Suppliers can if permitted create own items
or create substitutes for existing items.



Allow suppliers to use break-up inheritance – if any break-ups added to the
Lot, allowing the supplier to see them and re-use them in a multi-level tender.
Header on comments column – Set the header for the comment field to be
something other than “comment”.





Overview document – Upload of an HTML-document with links to each item
code. The supplier will be able to click a link of the item code and open the
HTML-document at the correct position with more details about the item.



Set up additional product information for items
The changes in these settings will be logged in the audit trail with a new audit
action “Product information settings for BoQ have been updated”. If any
changes take place after any supplier has registered interest in the tender, the
‘Changes not notified’ warning is displayed to the contracting authority.
The product information fields can each be selected as hidden or mandatory.
Hidden fields are not shown to the supplier and cannot be priced. Mandatory
fields are treated as mandatory requirements and will give suppliers warnings
at submission if unfilled, but they will not prevent the supplier from submitting
the response.
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Setting up mandatory or hidden fields
The supplier will get notification about which fields are mandatory

Supplier online pricing
The supplier also gets a warning about the mandatory fields in the main response
page. It will not stop the supplier from submitting a response.

Warning
The offline pricing Excel includes the product information fields, the mandatory ones
are marked with a star.
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Offline pricing
When evaluating the supplier prices, the warning about not properly filled production
information is shown in the BoQ comparison page.

Set up additional custom product information fields for items it is possible
to define up to three custom fields for which the contracting authority can
request the suppliers to fill in additional information. The contracting authority
can mark these as mandatory in the same way as the product information.

Setting up custom fields
The custom fields are shown to the supplier in the same manner as the product
information.



Pricing custom fields
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For more details regarding the advanced functionality of the pricing module please
read the section at the end of this manual called “BoQ Advanced”
1.

To change the settings, check the appropriate boxes.

2.

Click on the [Save] button to save the settings.

4.1.13 Adding qualification and/or evaluation requirements:

Qualification questions are the list of requirements for the Tender; here both
gateways (mandatory requirements) and any other criteria can be specified.
Questions relevant to the Lot can be added for the supplier to answer. Questions
can be added from a predefined template or added directly to the Lot. Before any
requirements/questions can be created there must be appropriate sections created
for the requirments to be added under.
Creating questions directly on the Lot:
 Start by creating a section/heading

Click on the [Create section…]



Give the heading an appropriate name and click on save.



Click on the [Create question…] button



Select a question type and click [Next].
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Note is an information text that can be used as extra information to the
suppliers.



For Multiple and single choice questions you can set autoscores that will be
automatically counted as points into the analytics engine when evaluation
process starts. Please note that gateway questions cannot be autoscored as
they work on the presumption in or out.



Multiple question can be used if there can be more than one answer. The sum
of scoring must be maximum 100.
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Single choice question can be used if there only can be one answer. If you are
using this as a Gateway question, remember that Gateway should only be used
at one of the alternatives.
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Free text question can be used if you can’t give the supplier any alternatives.
They can be short text (100 characters) medium text (800 characters) or long
text (2500 characters)

Number question can be used if the supplier should be answer in numbers. You can
choose to make this a Gateway question and add a minimum and a maximum value.

More choices that can be made at the bottom of your questions:
Internal question – The question is not shown to the supplier, can be used as a
group scoring and weight for a number of questions.
Answer to expire – When answering the supplier has to set a date for the answer
is not valid any more.
Allow document attachment – The supplier can upload a document as part of his
answer
Require document attachment – The supplier must attach a document with the
answer to the question
Gateway question – Only for number or choice questions, one of the choices or a
numeric scale where the supplier has to be within the correct range. Theseyou’re
your mandatory requirements that will warn both you and supplier if unanswered or
a “wrong” answer is selected.
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By selecting that you wish to activate the
functionality “Document attachment
required to answer” the consequence is
that the supplier will receive a warning
unless he uploads the verification at this
particular requirement



Click [Save] to save the question and go back to the list of questions.



Questions created are now created as a draft/working version and will not be
visible to supplier until updated to a new version. Any changes made to any
question will also be saved in a draft version and not seen until push of the new
version is made.
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Push the changes by selecting the questions to update and click the [Update to
new version] in the questions list.

Insert table questions:


Table question is a question type where you have question rows and columns.
The row is an ordinary question, and the supplier can enter different answers
for each column on the row.



Click the [Insert table…] from the question list to start creating a table question



Enter the main table question name and click [Save]



Use the [Add row…] and [Add column…] buttons to enter rows and columns to
the table.
NOTE: When creating questions remember to select at the top of the
question which section/header it should be put on

Add questions from a predefined template:
Select Add from Template inside the Prepare Questions page
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When you are in the library select relevant template uploaded by company
administrator
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Click on [Link…] or [Copy…] button



The list of questions within the template is displayed, select the questions you
want to link or copy into your tender.
If you LINK the section name and question remains exactly as original, thus
uneditable! If any supplier have responded previously to a linked questions
from your authority the answer will be automatically prefilled and supplier only
needs to confirm or edit previous answer to the PQQ.
If you COPY the section and questions will be editable and you can change
these as you need.

Please be aware that when copying a Lot, or a complete Tender, if questions are
selected to be copied they will be copied with their default values and not any
changed values.
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In this example you can see:
Top section of the requirements for this lot has been
linked from the library (the questions are written in
black an UN-editable. However, the alternatives for
the single choice or multiple choice requirements
are editable in order to suit this particular tender. By
clicking on View alternatives the pop-up window
(below screen) gives you the right to edit the
choices.
Bottom section “Financial” has been created
specifically for this lot and tender, they are still in
Draft version and will therefore never be visible for
suppliers.
Select the questions/requirements in the radiobutton that are correct and in final version and click
on update to new version.
Once all requirements are in numeric version they
will be visible for the suppliers and possible to
respond to WHEN you have invited them or
published the tender.
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Pop-up window where the alternatives in
a single choice requirements can be
edited by end user that linked in a
questionnaire from the requirements
library.

Both linked and copied questions to the tender are possible to sort. If linked you can
only sort order of questions WITHIN the section they belong to. If Copied you can
change which section the question should belong to.

2. In the new window,
select at the top which
section within your
questionnaire you wish
to see and sort within

3. Click on the
question/requirement and
select on the relevant button if
you wish to “Move up” or
“Move down” in the
questionnaire
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When in Sort mode “Rearrange questions page” do as described in picture below:

Importing questions (separate module)


Questions can be imported from a generic Excel. Click the [Import] button to go
to the import screen. Here you can also find a link to download a template for
the question import.

Select the file to import and click [Import]. A validation of the file is displayed; click the
[Proceed] to fully import the questions.Creating Excel sheet templates to import:
1.
2.

From the Tender checklist page, click the Manage Requirements link. The
Prepare qualification questionnaire page is displayed.
Click the [Import] button to go to the import screen. The Import question page
is displayed.

3.

Click on one of the Download import format links. The empty import format
just contains the correct settings and columns. The other one also contains
question examples.

4.

For more information about how to work with the excel sheet see the
PowerPoint document QQ template Instruction.ppt that can be downloaded
from the homepage.

The supplier view of your questions:
The supplier will see what scores/values you have determined for certain questions,
(if you have made the automatic scoring) see example of the supplier screens below
to show how your autoscoring will affect the supplier in answering:
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(Supplier screen of autoscores 1 or 2)

(Supplier screen of autoscores 2 of 2)
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Consequence of autoscoring for evaluation:
The result of autoscoring is seen both in qualification view, evaluation (Analytics
Engine) and on the page where you awards supplier of the contract. See below the
screens to show result. You will have both score and ranking and this score and
ranking will be determined by the system on the parameters autoscore decided and
best price if such exist.

(The qualification view of autoscores and ranking)
Value Added questions is a separate evaluation model and a feature enabled
upon request.
If you decide to work according to value added model your previous evaluation
model will not work. The quotation of the supplier will decrease automatically if
supplier has answered to this particular question the question alternatives gives you
the possibility to put different value on different answer.
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(The analytics engine view of autoscores and ranking)

(The award supplier view of autoscores and ranking)
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4.1.14 Tender Documents

Prepare documents is a task to be performed outside of CTM, any documents that
should be part of the Tender should be prepared prior uploading when completed
just click the red ticker to set it completed. Frequently this point will have been made
hidden from the checklist by your systemadministrator.
Adding documents:
In addition to documents attached to specific bill items, documents can be attached
to an entire Lot. Each Lot has a separate document folder where files and folders
can be created (see 6.3 Document Folders for more information).
The documents can be uploaded into two main folders, one for documents that is
sent to suppliers, such as specifications, drawings etc. The other folder is the
internal documents, i.e. documents that will not be visible to suppliers, they are only
internal for the buyer on this Tender, could be documents of tender strategy or
similar.
Documents can be added to a Lot in the following two ways:
Upload document from your PC:


Click on the [Upload files] button.



A window displays all files and folders on your PC.



Select the required file by clicking the checkbox to the left of the file name then
click the [Upload] button.



The documents are uploaded:



The uploaded documents are displayed in the Lot document folder.

Add documents from your personal/ company/”Project” document folder:


Click on the [Add from shared folder] button.
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A window displays all files and folders within your ”Project” document folder.
You can change to your personal/ company document folder in the drop-down
box.



Select the file or folder you want to add and click the [Add selected document]
or [Add selected folder] button. Any changes within the linked folder or
document will be recognized also within the Lot such as deletes of documents,
additions or new documents and revisions of versions.



The selected file or folder is displayed in the Lot document folder.

Adding documents for compliance:
If desired, suppliers can be requested to confirm compliance with the specifications,
e.g. documents included in the Lot information
1.

To request confirmation of compliance, click on the link by the compliance
confirmation section

2.

Click the [Add document] button by the Document compliancy section to add
a document that you want suppliers to confirm compliance with. The
document has to be uploaded within the Tender to be able to select.

3.

Select a document in the document list by clicking the checkbox to the left of
the document then click on [Save].

4.

The document compliance list is displayed. The document is added to the
compliance documents list.

5.

If all documents have been added, click on the [Done] button

4.1.15 Prepare zip file for the suppliers:
The owner of the tender is responsible for initiating zipping of the tender documents.
When all documents have been downloaded, the owner uses the zip option in the
checklist to prepare the zip file. If the zip file is not generated by the tender owner,
the supplier can still download the tender documents individually.
The benefit for the suppliers is that the zip file will already be prepared so the
documents are available for downloading without the supplier having to initiate the
zipping process.
If no documents have been uploaded previously

Once documents have been uploaded it is possible to create zip from checklist
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4.1.16 Invitation/WEB-Cover letter:

The invitation/cover letter is shown to the supplier when viewing the Tender online.
You can write any information about the Tender and also use a pre-defined
template to create the invitation letter. Note that the invitation letter is the first thing a
supplier views for an Tender (except any published form to national or EU-sites) and
the description here should be short and concise, with small description of you as a
buyer and information about the Tender and the tender process such as (contact
through messages function, digital requirements used and so on)
1.
2.

To create an invitation letter, click the link next to the invitation letter section.
A blank invitation letter is shown.
Enter any text within the invitation letter. You can also use variables to add,
for example the name of the Tender from the application instead of filling in
the name yourself. If the company administrator has created any templates,
click the [Load template] button to fetch from archive. When finished with the
letter click [Save] and [Done] to go back to checklist

4.1.17 Setting weights/old analytical engine:
This is for the old evaluation engine functionality that is still available for those
authorities that have tenders using this module. For those using online evaluation
module go to next heading
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Each of the sections added to the Tender for the supplier to answer can be
assigned weights when evaluating and scoring the responses. The total score will
then apply the weights set for each of the individual items.
1.

To start setting the weights, click the link next to the Set weights section
within the checklist. The analytical engine opens. NB! This option is only
supported if using Internet Explorer as a web browser

2.

Click on the weights icon
for the weights view to be visible. Expand all
the items to show the pre-filled weights

3.

Enter the weights for each of the sections; the weights are entered as a
percentage of the total. Weights should be set as 100 or 200% total
maximum in order to divide per lot created.

4.

When finished, click save
the checklist.

and close the Analytical engine to go back to

4.1.18 Setting weights Online module:

Upon entering the weights you start by defining the percentage for the entire tender
(or per lot) you do however also have the option to select that a particular tender or
requirements section should not be evaluated. IMPORTANT to remember is to click
Save after each completed section/requirement that you have entered any weight
on.

Continue to set weights throughout the entire tree by expanding the plus icons to
the left of the tree, filling in the relevant percentage and finalising by clicking Save.
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The system will warn the user when a field is missing, in theexample below; weight
field is required. If user prefer to set that no weight should be put on this item he
must use the functionality key that will set it as “not being evaluated” example would
be questions regarding address or other matters that are important for information
purposes only. no alternative should be put weight on thus the user must click the
function no evaluation of this item.

The user CANNOT set weights on requirement level unless they have firstly been
entered on the level above (section/header level)
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Pictures below show that requirements cannot have a weight entered because the
weight on the weight on the section header has not yet been entered,

Sections/headers have percentage weight.

After each heading has a weight entered it is possible to enter weights on each
requirement for easy calculation up to header automatically by the system. Please
note: The suppliers will only see section/header level as per legal rules.
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Automatic scoring can be applied for evaluation criteria and quotes, the automatic
scores are pre-populated in the evaluation tool and had to be saved for each
criteria. To be able to save time for evaluators a functionality to save all applied
automatic scores in one click.

The functionality will not override any previously saved score for any supplier, only
those supplier responses without scores will be saved.
After saving all scores it is still possible to edit the scores for each supplier.

When the supplier enters the tender information he can see the weights for section
of requirements and for price
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Set weights on multiple lots
The weights tree has separate lots to put weight on independently.

There is no “parent” for the packages, it is displayed as 100% per package in the
tree view.

4.1.19 Select opening committee:
Select which persons should open the tender box after the deadline. Note that you
MUST do this selection BEFORE Publishing (if this tender is to be published),
before invitation of suppliers and before the deadline!
You can however at any stage change the selected persons of opening committee if
needed as long as it is done before deadline and before you have started the
opening procedure!
If you yourself want to be one of the openers of your own tender you must
remember to select yourself and move over to the right hand side box.
If you have many users you can search by first name or last name in the top field
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4.1.20 Complaints procedure
This is only visible if allowed to change and switched on, most commonly the
complaints procedure that should be made visible on the notice form is set up by
your CTM system administrator within the authority set up.
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Section 5: Manage Request for Tender phase
The management of a Tender can be split into the following major steps:


Set up the Tender (described in previous sections)



Issue the Tender (publish and invite and monitor) 5.1



Analyse and evaluate responses 5.2



Select the preferred supplier, or short-list for a coming phase

In addition there are tools available to support the process. These are described
under “Process Tools” below.

5.1

Issue the Tender (invite or publish notice)
Publish
The Tender can be published and thereby made public. This means that it will be
possible for suppliers to search through public Tenders and choose to take part in
the tendering process. Publication can be made to different target sites. Currently
OJEU, BOAMP, Doffin, TenderNed, Contracts Finder and Udbudsvagden are
supported as well as the EU-Supply public (external) site.
Invite
For low value tenders (3-quote) you can invite suppliers directly from the database
and get same audittrail and tracking as higher value tenders. You would also use
the “add supplier and invite” as part of a tender with several steps (qualification and
tender for which you only invite to RFQ phase the ones you have shortlisted from
the qualification phase)
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5.1.1 Prior starting to publish following points must have been
completed:

-

-

-

Publish date have to have been set and saved in the section of dates within the
check-list. Dates to be in chronological order.

Publication sites must have been determined and saved in the Publication
section within the checklist

Opening committee must be defined within the opening committee section of
the checklist
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All requirements that you wish to make available for the suppliers must be set
to mumeric version –thus updated from Draft version

1.

To publish the Tender, a two step action must be made from the checklist.

5.1.2 Prepare and manage publications
This will show the sites that were defined in previous action in the checklist called
”publication sites”

When selecting This site (local page) you only need to save
When selecting TED or other site you need to fill in the relevant notice form.
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When selecting TED on Prepare and Manage Publication in the dropdown
you will see forms that are relevant to the sector predefined previously and
entered in the authority profile by your CTM system administrator. They are
also dependent on if it is an award notice Select appropriate form and click
Save.

On the first page you need to fill in the preliminary data as this information is crucial
to display the proper and relevant fields and sections in the rest of the form.
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You have to fill in the preliminary data in order to continue and the preliminary data
cannot be changed after you have saved at least one more section. To change the
preliminary data, you need to remove the form and start over.

When filling in the form sections it can be done in any order and continued upon at
another time (except for the preliminary data on the first page). The status of the
form is visible to the left hand side tree structure

Tree structure to the left shows
green tick when a section is
completed correctly and saved,
blue highlight shows the
current section, red cress
shows the not completed
sections.
Question mark icons give help
regarding that particular field

Once you have filled in all the sections in the form and reviewed your form click on Accept at
the bottom of the page.
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When form is completed and final you can publish the form from next link in the
checklist.
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5.1.3 To Publish a contract notice

At your publishing link you can see ALL your publications for this tender, you can
see the status of these and manage them. Click on Publish all and status will be
changed to Ready for Publication
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Publishing a Tender to the eu-supply local site also enables you to mark some
documents uploaded as downloadable by supplier prior they log in and accept the
public invitation. It could be documents with more description which will affect the
supplier decision about participation in the Tender.
To mark documents as public, you’ll need to go to the document folder and use the
[Public display]

5.1.4 Add suppliers for invitation
On the supplier tab of the Tender main page you manage the suppliers involved
throughout the process.

From the beginning, the list is empty and suppliers need either to be added from the
supplier database or to answer a public invitation. After invitation suppliers can start
working on their response. Additional suppliers can be involved at any time until End
Time Quotation. Suppliers can also be removed or “locked” during the process.
If a supplier is not registered in the system you can still run the process and “preregister” them. They will then go through the registration process as a part of
answering their first Tender.
Suppliers are added to a Tender from the supplier database. Each supplier should
have an updated profile including the following information:


A summary tab with general company information.



A Performance tab showing KPIs related to responding to Tenders such as
average response time in days, % won Tenders etc.



A Tender tab with links to previous Tenders the supplier has participated in.



A Contract performance tab showing contract history KPIs such as delays,
variations etc.
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A comments tab enabling you to make comments about this supplier’s
performance. Can be shared or personal.

There are five main search capabilities:


Quick search - if you know what suppliers you want to involve. Here you can
search by name, address etc.



Tender search – if you want to invite one or more suppliers invited to previous
Tenders created within your company.



Category search - if you want to find additional new suppliers. Here you search
using the categorisation system of suppliers.



Approved suppliers - if you want to save and re-use own favourite lists of
suppliers.



TransQ supplier search – if you belong to utility sector and have
integration with this system
Search supplier database from search in checklist
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Or click on the [Add suppliers…] button on the {Suppliers} tab

Quick search:
You can search by the following:


Search for a company named – search companies by name.



Search for companies with market span – search for a supplier selling to a
specific country.



Search for a company with postal code – search using part of the postal
code.



Country – search for a supplier located in a specific country.
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To search using Quick Search:
1.

Select the required search parameters.

2.

Click on the [Search] button. The result is presented in a list presenting
twenty companies at a time.

3.

To view the profile of a company, click on the company name.

4.

To add a company to the Tender, select the company by clicking the
checkbox to the left of the company and click on the [Add] button. The
supplier is added to the list.

RFT search:
In the Tender search you can search within the previous Tenders you have created
on the system

To search using Tender Search:
1.

Enter the name of the Tender you are searching for and click [Search].
Search result is displayed with the Tenders

2.

Alternatively, enter the postal code (zip code) for the area that the company
should be in and click [Search].

3.

Click on the Tender to add suppliers from, a pop-up window is displayed with
the suppliers in the Tender

4.

Select the suppliers to add and click [Add]. The selected suppliers are added
to the Tender

Category search:
In the category search you can search using the categorisation structure of the
supplier database. You can use product/service categories combined with
geographical areas when creating the search condition. There is also a possibility to
search using the free text keywords that the suppliers enter into their profiles.
To find suppliers using the category search it is required that suppliers has updated
their supplier profile.
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To add a supplier to the Tender using Category search:
Depending on your settings and operator you will have different choices of
categories to choose from.
1.

Click on the [Add suppliers] button on the supplier tab.

2.

Click on the { Category search } tab.

3.

To specify the product/services search criteria, click on the [Add criteria…]
button for each category type.

4.

The selected categorisation tree is displayed.
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5.

Select the desired categories by clicking in the checkbox to the left of the
item.

6.

Click on the [Save] button.

7.

The search condition is updated with the selected categories.

8.

To specify the market span search criteria, click on the [Add criteria…] button
to search the Geography categorisation.

9.

The geographical areas are displayed.

10.

Select the desired categories.

11.

Click on the [Save] button.

12.

The search condition is updated with the selected geography.

13.

Keywords are added by typing a keyword and the pressing the [Add] button,
then typing the next keyword and pressing [Add] and so on.
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14.

Keywords can be deleted by checking the box in front of them and then
clicking the [Delete] button.

15.

Click on the [Search] button.

16.

Select one or more of the suppliers.

17.

Click on the [Add] button to add the suppliers to the Tender.

Approved/qualified suppliers:
You are able to store your qualified suppliers in separate lists for easy retrieval.
Lists can either be private or shared with your colleagues.

To add a supplier to the tender using approved folders:
1.

Click on the [Add suppliers…] button on the supplier tab.

2.

Click on the { Approved suppliers } tab.

3.

Select Personal suppliers or Company suppliers.

4.

Select the supplier list you are interested in.

5.

Select the suppliers you want to include and click on the [Add to Tender]
button. Suppliers are added to the Tender

TransQ supplier search
Search and add suppliers from third party system TransQ/Sellicha (developed by
Achilles)
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Selecting the search criteria from the TransQ search list is the same as previous.

1
2
3

1
2
§
2
§1
1

After selecting the file of suppliers to import, the result of the import is shown,
Note, no suppliers imported or added yet
1. Suppliers which can be added to the tender in CTM, click on the Information icon to
see list of supplier
2. Suppliers which, for some reason, are inactive in CTM. Please contact support for
further details. Inactive supplier cannot be added to a tender in CTM
3. Suppliers which cannot be imported, due to invalid data from TransQ/Sellicha. You
would need to contact the supplier and ask them to update their profile in
TransQ/Sellicha
By clicking ‘Add suppliers’ you will add the suppliers in number 1 to the tender. After
adding the suppliers, the search is removed from CTM and cannot be reused. You
will have to create additional searches in TransQ/Sellicha

Suppliers added verification screen, click on the information icon to see the list of
added suppliers.
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5.1.5 Pre-register a missing supplier
If a supplier has not registered yet, you can still involve them in a Tender through
pre-registering them. This is an alternative to calling themHowever you must double
check that they do not already exist in the supplier database.
To pre-register a supplier company:
1.

Select the tender. In the Administration tab, Click on “Supplier overview” link.
It will display the list of suppliers, if it is already added.
There are also other buttons like “Add Supplier”, “Pre-register supplier”, “Add
to approved supplier list” , “Remove suppliers”.

2.

Click on the [Pre-register supplier] button

3.

Fill out the form with contact information of the supplier company and click on
the [Save] button. Fields marked with (*) are mandatory.

4.

The company is presented in the supplier list and can be managed as any
other company i.e. invite them to participate in the tender. The company is
marked with a
sign until fully registered. When the company is fully
registered it can fill in a response and submit a quotation.
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NOTE: Pre-register should only be used after contacting supplier as the supplier might have
registered the company under slightly different name and will then not have the tenders in one
place.

5.1.6 Invite supplier
Suppliers have to be invited separately for each of the phases in the Tender
process. You can invite both fully registered suppliers and pre-registered suppliers.
To invite a supplier:
1.

In the Administration tab, click on “Supplier Overview”

2.

Click on “Add supplier” button or go to Search supplier in checklist tab.

3.

Choose the drop down menu from “sort search result by” as “Supplier name”
or “Country”

4.

If ”Supplier name” is selected in the drop down list, enter the supplier name in
the “Search for a company named” text box in Quick Search tab.

5.

If “Country” is selected in the drop down list, Select a country name for
“Country” field in Quick Search tab

6.

We can also search for supplier based on tender search, category search ,
approved suppliers or TransQ supplier search (discussed further)

7.

Click on Search. List of supplier names will be displayed.
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8.

Choose the desired supplier by checking in the checkbox. Once the supplier
is selected, click on “Add”. The selected suppliers will be added.

9.

Go to the checklist, click on “Invite”

NOTE: If an approval flow is set up within your company approval may be
requested prior to suppliers can be invited. Also, IF you have tender box usage you
must have selected an opening committee in order to invite.
10.

A pre-filled message template is displayed and your own text can be added
to it. For information about changing the pre-defined message, please refer to
the company administration guide.

11.

Click on the [To…] button to select recipients of the message.

12.

Select the desired recipients by clicking the checkbox to the left of the entry
and click on the [Select] button.
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13.

Add any complementary text and click on the [Invite] button to send the
invitation message. (The message is sent through email or as a system
message depending on the settings of the recipient.)

14.

The status of the invited companies is updated to “invited” for the phase.
Suppliers invited can now log in and start working on their response and send
the quotation.

5.1.7 Remove and Lock/Unlock
There are two ways to exclude a supplier from participation in a Tender. This can be
done throughout the process which enables you to limit the number of participators
after negotiations.


Remove
This removes the supplier fully from the Tender. Remove can be done until
you have sent an invitation and informed the supplier of the Tender. After
invitation, only locking can be used.



Lock/unlock
A supplier that is locked cannot create or edit their response. Through locking
(and unlocking) suppliers you control which suppliers are active at what time
in the process. At End time quotation all suppliers are locked by the system
unless you have selected to accept late responses when creating the Tender.
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When selecting to unlock suppliers after end-time you can choose to open
certain areas of the response for them to amend and change certain areas of
their response, for example correcting obvious errors or within a negotiation.
You can lock and unlock a supplier as many times as you want during the
process. When a supplier is locked or unlocked, a system message notifies
them.

To lock a supplier:
1.

From the Administration page or Quotation tab, click on the [Lock/Unlock
suppliers…] button.

2.

On the Lock/Unlock screen select the supplier to be locked then click on the
[Lock] button, if this is after tender deadline all suppliers are locked, in case
you wish to completely unlock any supplier click as below, be aware that the
supplier then has access to his entire tender and can amend accordingly
(prices, documents, QQ responses or whatever functions you have set on
this tender)
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To partially unlock a supplier:
1.

From the Quotations screen, click on the [Lock/Unlock suppliers…] button.

2.

Click the link of the Lot name in the right most column.

3.

Within the left hand side, select the area to unlock in the drop-down. A list of
items is displayed. You can for example allow the supplier to ONLY add
documents or ONLY respond again to one particular question etc.

4.

Select the items to unlock and use the arrows in the middle to move them to
the unlocked area.
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Items moved to the unlocked area will be open for the selected supplier to
change until you manually lock the specific item again.

Make sure you inform the supplier of how long and what part is unlocked and
that the supplier needs to submit the changes in order for you to receive
them. (in this example adding documents)

5.1.8 More information on publication sites
If you are in a public process and cannot search and invite suppliers within the
system, you should publish the Tender for suppliers to find an answer.
Currently we support seven “sites” for publishing a notice:


Eu-supply site or client site – The local publishing to the eu-supply site and
the client site. From this publish page the suppliers can go in directly and
accept the public invitation and start working with their responses.



OJEU – The official journal and publication place within the EU. All public
tenders within the European Union must be published to OJEU, or
TED/SIMAP as it also is called.



Doffin – Norwegian official publication site for publication of tenders within
Norway. If the tender is above EU threshold value it publication will be
automatically sent to SIMAP for publication via Doffin.



BOAMP – French publication site for all public tenders within France. The
BOAMP has a connection to SIMAP and a publications made to BOAMP are
automatically published to SIMAP as well.



Udbud.dk – Danish publication site for all public tenders within Denmark.
(previously Utbudsvagten)
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TenderNed - The publication process to TenderNed is basically the same as
for any other national publication site in CTM, however, there is one big
difference. TenderNed requires each contracting authority to be registered on
TenderNed with a contracting authority id. The contracting authority id is
required in order to publish from CTM to TenderNed. For questions on how to
obtain the contracting authority id, please contact TenderNed.
The contracting authority id can be set up in the company profile.



Contracts Finder - At publication, the user has to fill in the form with data
regarding the tender, the fields required are set by Contracts Finder. CTM
prefills the fields that are available in CTM. Only notices UNDER OJEU value
should be published to Contracts Finder as Contracts Finder downloads
published notices from TED into contracts finder.

Depending on modules installed and country origin you may or may not see all
publication sites.

1.

Utbud.dk

National Danish tenders within CTM can be published to the Udbud.dk portal.

Example of one section to fill in

2.

Contracts Finder

The UK publication portal for national tenders is called Contracts Finder and
national public procurements in the UK should be published to Contracts Finder.
Contracts Finder is a system module, please contact your local EU-Supply sales
office for enabling of the Contracts Finder.
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Publication sites in a tender

At publication, the user has to fill in the publication form with data regarding the
tender. The fields required are set by Contracts Finder. CTM prefills the fields,
which are available in CTM.

Filling the notice form

If you have a notice above the threshold, it should be published to TED only,
Contracts Finder is downloading published notices from TED into Contracts Finder.
Authorities having the Contracts Finder module enable, please update your
procedure templates with the appropriate publication site and publication form for
your authority.
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Contracts Finder has three forms; “Below OJEU Speculative”, “Below OJEU
Contract” and “Below OJEU Contract Award”. In this version of CTM we added
“Below OJEU Contract”, i.e. a contract notice publication.

Contract notice publication

5.1.9 Opening proposals
The supplier responses can be locked for viewing until any tender box or envelopes
have been opened. The tender box and envelopes are mainly used within the public
procurement process to hide any responses prior end-time. The tender box and
envelopes can be used individually or together.
To open the tender box:
1.

2.

Click on the [Opening procedure…] button from the quotations/responses tab
or from the checklist point Button on respons tab and “Open” link from
checklist are only available once deadline has passed. A pop-up window is
displayed with the users that are allowed to open the tender box.
The people selected to open the tender box at creation stage are displayed.
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3.

Click on the [Open] button for each of the users. The user is requested to
verify him by filling in his user name and password to the site. If the current
user is logged in, there will not be an extra verification step.

4.

The tender box is opened and the quotation information is accessible.

To open double envelopes:
1.

Click on the [Opening procedure…] button from the quotations tab

2.

Click on the

3.

The first envelope is opened. After review of the technical information the
second envelope may be opened. That is done in the same way. The second
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envelope can also be rejected, done by clicking the
button. The
rejection means that the buyer will not see the content of the second
envelope and that the supplier did not comply with the requirements within
the first envelope

5.1.10 Confidential documents (separate setting)
This is to define if supplier response documents are confidential or not. The
flow is that the supplier can request confidentiality, the procurement officer
can then grant partial or entire confidentiality, in this point in the checklist.
After the contracting authority has opened any tender box he can from the
checklist view the confidentiality requests and mark

Click on Edit next confidentiality documents to mark the status.

5.2

Analyse responses
5.2.1 General
On the quotation tab for the step you can follow the progress of the suppliers
involved and review their responses. Once opened you can see the last submission
date/time on each tender response.
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(1)

(2)

The following can be reached from the Quotation/Responses tab of each relevant
step if more than 1 step process:
(1) Quotation (1-by-1 presentation)
By clicking on the Response link for each supplier you reach their quotation in a
printer friendly version.

Details about pricing of BoQ items can be reached from here. Also any comments
on documents can be displayed.
(2) Qualification
By clicking the [Qualification] button you get to a presentation of all supplier
responses side by side. The comparison includes all response information excluding
the BoQ information and provides a quick first comparison view of the responses
received.
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The zip-file does only have to be prepared/created once per tender, if it is prepared;
any other person having access to the tender will be able to download directly
without having to prepare the zip-file again. If there are any changes to the supplier
documents, the total zip have to be prepared again.
Prepare and download are available from the online comparison/evaluation view,
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To calculate and retireve rank and score for all suppliers

BoQ overview:
The BoQ overview provides an overview of the Bill of Quantities responses
received. To see more details about a specific response, click on the “View BoQ
quotation” link for the supplier.
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5.3

Evaluating the tender responses
5.3.1 Analysing/Evaluation by Analytical Engine module

This evaluation tool is available until end of 2014 when it will be substituted by the
new evaluation tool. Old evaluations performed within the Analytical Evaluation
engine will however be available.
The analysis engine provides a view of all data received in the responses and
includes rating functionality to support the selection of the preferred supplier. Since
the analysis engine runs locally it is handy to use also when not rating responses.

The analysis engine contains the following main functionalities:


Set scores – A weighted score can be calculated for each response.
Through setting scores you rate the responses received. The system then
calculates the weighted score for each response.
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Save settings – Any settings that you change such as column widths can be
saved.



Copy – All data can be copied directly into Excel etc. using copy to clipboard.



Hide suppliers – If many suppliers are involved you can select which ones to
present to avoid data that you are not interested in.



Own price column – When reviewing BoQ prices received you can save
your “own price column” based on the responses for any later use.



My rate – A setting is available which allows the “My rate” column to be
populated with estimated rates. Another setting allows the “My rate” column
also to be used to fill in blanks in the responses. These features are available
in “Set rate” mode only.

Select supplier BoQ rates
If you are using the BoQ Manager to manage break-ups within a ”Project” it may be
desired to be able to see all pricing information received in one place. By selecting
supplier rates within issued Tenders the pricing tab in the BoQ Manager is
populated with the real pricing information. This can then be compared with the
earlier estimates.
To select supplier rates within a Tender:
1.

On the Quotation tab, click on the [Select/Export rates] button. Select the
Select BoQ quotes option in the drop-down to the upper right.

2.

Select the desired supplier and click on [Save]. The pricing tab in the BoQ
Manager is now updated with the rates received within this Tender.

Select supplier total quotes
Total quotes and Lots estimates can be set to calculate difference with estimated
total and quotes received. You can also fill in a total quote for the supplier if he has
not sent in the proposal online or if you have negotiated a new price with the
supplier. Note, the new total quote does not override the supplier original quote and
it is not shown anywhere else than on the total quotes screen.
To select supplier total quotes:
1.

On the Quotation tab, click on the [Select/Export rates] button. Select the
“Total quotes” option in the drop-down to the upper right.

2.

Select the desired supplier and click [Save].
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3.

Use the [Set Lot estimates…] to set the estimates of the Lot and see %
difference. Fill in the estimates of each Lot and click [Save].

4.

To fill in a total quote for the supplier, use the [Edit supplier quotes…].
Fill/change in the total quotes and click [Save]. The supplier quotes updated
are now shown on the overview screen, but marked with a blue corner. To
remove the filled in supplier total quotes, just leave the total quote field blank.

You can make evaluations in several different ways using the analytical engine. As
the actual creator of the request for quotation you can evaluate the supplier answers
by yourself. If you have created several sections you can assign certain section
evaluation to a specific member of your company. There is also the possibility to
decide for a team evaluation which means that several team members evaluate the
questions and the total score is then an average of all these individual scores.
All the above can also be in some ways decided and overridden by process
template settings that decide what is allowed for example if 2-step evaluation should
be used (where all gateway questions are step 1 and only companies/suppliers
complying with gateway questions are shortlisted to step 2) Below is an example of
team evaluation, however, the evaluation where you assign certain sections to
specific evaluators is same principle with exception of the “team evaluation” button.
1.

Select Evaluation view at the quotation tab.

2.

Click on Assign evaluators

3.

Select evaluators click the Team evaluation if you want this functionality
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This is a new setting at buyer side which indicates the Tender has been evaluated
by buyer. This feature is implemented by adding a checkbox at evaluation page.
Buyer checks this box if he decides that the evaluation has been completed and
want the supplier to see the evaluated scores.
Supplier will see just his/her own evaluated score not others (QQ, BoQ, Quotation).

5.3.2 Evaluation (online-evaluation-module)
Once deadline has passed and the opening procedure is completed by the required
openers it is possible to enter the Evaluation view:
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Upon entering the evaluation if the weighs have been split between the available
sections and/or price the screen will explain that you need to expand the tree and
go down the tree level to carry out the evaluation on the level where the weights
are. You can also (at the top right hand corner) select a filter based on mandatory
requirements.

Evaluate each supplier for eachquestion,

Attached documents relating to the response are visible, the score can be set and
comments added and the suppliers answers if alternatives can be seen in the
middle
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Once all sections have been evaluated the scoring is visible in the middle of the
screen as my score

5.4

Addenda
Changes as well as negotiation may continue throughout the entire process. As a
buyer you can make changes until the Tender is closed. Suppliers may make
changes until End time quotation has passed or they are locked (see Section 5.1.7
Remove and Lock/Unlock).

5.4.1 Buyer makes changes
To change the general configurations of the process:
1.

On the Tender main page, click on the [Edit from checklist…] button. The Edit
Tender checklist page is displayed.

2.

Click on the [Edit…] button at the bottom to change the settings for the
procedure

3.

Perform the desired adjustments and click on the [Save] button.

The following restrictions apply for changes of the process:


A tender box cannot be added/removed after creation of the Tender



The tender conditions cannot be changed after having been accepted by a
supplier.



No changes can be made to the process after the awarded supplier has been
selected.

To change the content of a Lot:
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1. From the home page, click on the My Tenders link. The My Tenders screen
displays.
2. From the My Tenders screen click on the required Tender.
3. Click on the [Edit from checklist…] button. The Edit Tender checklist page is
displayed.
4. Use the different parts in the checklist to edit the content as described in
Section Editing the Tender and setting up response.
All changes made are logged and can be reviewed on the Audit trail list tab. This
way it is easy for you, as well as the involved suppliers, to see what changes have
occurred and when. You can see information about all suppliers while each supplier
only sees your and his own changes.

The Tender Audit Trail tab displays a link to document version history when a
document is uploaded, updated (to a new version) or deleted.
This document version history window displays all prior and newer versions of the
document; all versions are enabled for view/download. The version clicked in the
audit trail is highlighted and an icon indicates if a version has been removed.
Supplier side: If a document is changed on the buyer side and the supplier have
access to the document (i.e. supplier has accepted the invitation), the supplier may
view the history of the document in the Tender audit trail. Only versions valid at and
created after the first supplier accepted the invitations are available, i.e. all suppliers
can access the same buyer document versions.
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Buyer side: If the supplier has submitted his proposal and any document attached to
the response are changed, the buyer may view the supplier document version
history in the Tender audit trail. Only versions valid at and created after supplier
have submitted the proposals are available.
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5.4.2 Inform suppliers of changes made
If you require a quicker response you can also notify the suppliers when changes
have been made to the Tender.
To notify the involved suppliers:
This is either done automatically by a process template setting defined by
your CTM system administrator, messages are with this setting collected and
sent out from the system once per day. Or you can send notifications
manually as below.
1. From the home page, click on the My Request for Tenders link. The My
Request for Tenders screen displays.
2. From the My Request for Tenders screen click on the required Tender and
quotation step. Alternatively this can also be made from the left hand side of the
Checklist - from the Administration page
3. Click on the [Notify changes…] button.
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4. Select the suppliers that you want to inform manually under to “TO” button or
click broadcast and finally click the [Notify] button. You can also click on [Attach
files] the “attached” will be found in the message tab for the supplier to find.

5.

Alternatively you select to broadcast from MESSAGING functionality meaning it
will be sent to all current and future suppliers added or entering the tender
before deadline.

6. The suppliers are notified of the changes made.
If a supplier already has submitted a response, their status can also updated to “reconfirm quotation” if you decide this by answering yes when this question pops-up.
The broadcast made (through MESSAGING functionality above) can be withdrawn;
thus it was sent to and can be seen by all suppliers that had already showed
interest when you sent it but it cannot be seen by new suppliers interested. This is
to be used for when you have for example made small system changes or other that
is not relevant to have to tell all newcomers as it does not affect them. To do this
you need to go to your previously sent message and click on Disable Broadcast
This can however ONLY be performed by your CTM System Administrator.
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5.4.3 Amending or cancelling the notice
From the checklist go to Prepare and Manage publications

Click on Add Amendment

Select the form and click save

Fill in the form
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Once the form is completed Review and Finalize and Click ACCEPT at the
bottom of the review page. Status will be saved and validated. You should now
go back to the checklist to publish the amendment form.

Once your amendment form is published the status will reflect this

To cancel a publication it is done in the same place, it sets the status in the
system to cancelled, you do however need to send an amendment notice to
TED to inform them of the cancellation/change

1. Click on Add amendment
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2. Fill in the amendment form, save the form and click on Done to exit the form
NOTE: You need to state the original contract notice reference number in this
field.

And the place where this number can be verified from is in your audit trail, se
below from audit trail.

3. Click on Activate, (if not possible it might be due to fact that the end-time has
passed)

5.4.4 Buyer receives addenda from suppliers
Suppliers may make changes to their response and submit new versions until end
time quotation has passed or they are locked. In the same way as the suppliers can
follow the buyer changes through the audit trail you as a buyer can see any
changes made by suppliers in the audit trail.
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5.5

Messaging
A messaging system supports the logging and trail of any communication during the
process. You can send messages to and receive messages from the different users
involved from the supplier companies and involved colleagues.
On the first page after login all unread messages are listed to ensure that messages
are not left unattended.

The { Messaging } tab presents all communication taken place within a specific
Tender in a discussion forum format. To view a message, click on the subject.
All messages within a particular tender can be found within the tender and the
Messages tab.
Messages are shown in send date order, unread messages in bold text.
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You can click the
box to show
automnatic system
messages.

The system generates messages to inform you when important events occur. The
events are listed in Section 6.1 Edit user profile. Within your user profile you can
also select to receive these automatic generated messages as emails. These can
be viewed or not with the tick in the radio button.

5.5.1 Send a message
To send a message within a Tender:
1.

Go to the desired Tender and the { Messaging } tab, alternatively go directly
to create a message from the left hand side of the checklist

2.

Click on the [New message…] button.

3.

The New message window is displayed.
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4.

Click on the [To…] button to select the recipients and click the [Select] button.

5.

There is the option to broadcast the message to all suppliers invited, and all
that will be invited to the Tender. If the broadcast option is selected, no
recipients need to be selected.

6.

Enter a suitable subject.

7.

To attach a document from the PC, click on the [Attach files…] button and
select the file(s) to upload. This document will NOT be attached as an e-mail
attachment-the supplier has to log into the system, go the messages tab and
download the attachment from there.
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8.

Click on the [Send] button to send the message.

You have some basic possibility to change font size and make text bold

5.5.2 Message archive
If you want to review all messages independent of Tender you can use the Message
archive from your first logged in page “Home”

5.6

Short-list suppliers for next step within Tender
If you run a multi-step process and are done with evaluations you can short-list the
suppliers you want to bring with you to the next step.
To short-list suppliers for the next step:
1.

Click on the [Quotations] tab for the current step.

2.

Click on the [Short list…] button.

3.

Select the suppliers that you want to short-list and click the [Short list] button.

4.

The short-listed suppliers are displayed on the Quotation tab for the following
phase and can be invited, same supplier contact persons that had rights in
step 1 will be possible to send to for step 2.

The invitation to the following step follows the steps as listed above. Any
documents, BoQ items and qualification questions can be added to the second step
independently of the first step.
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5.7

Award preferred supplier
If you have run through one or multiple Tender steps, and have decided to award
one or more suppliers, the award can be managed online independently of if you
are to run the contract management process online or not.

To select the preferred supplier:
1. Click on the [Award supplier..] button.
2. Select the supplier that you want to continue with and click on the [Save] button.
3. Enter a reason for awarding the selected supplier and click on the [Save] button.
4. Suppliers are not notified automatic by the system (unless the Alcatel directive
is in place), the buyer has to send the award notification to the suppliers. This
could be done by using the [Create message] functionality within the award
screen, you can select from a pre-defined email template to send the award
notice to suppliers.

5.7.1 Publication of Award Notice
The Award notice can either be made from checklist point Preapare and Manage publications

Add Award and complete the form as previously described, then make sure to also publish
the form.
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Or it can be made from the bottom of the checklist Prepare and Manage Award publication

Do not forget to publish after filling in the form.
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5.7.2 Using the Standstill period function
The Standstill period is a set of rules applied within the EU to ensure suppliers get a
chance to challenge any award made within a specific period of time, called the
standstill period. The standstill period should be specified when awarding.
NOTE: IF you use this function the consequence is that the system will send out
automatic award letters and giving the suppliers possibility to challenge your
decision through the system. Suppliers also have possibility to request a report
through the system. For this functionality to be available it must be set up in the
process template by your superuser.
To award a supplier with a standstill period:
1. Click on the [Award supplier..] button.
2. Select the preferred supplier using the radio buttons
3. Select an award standstill period, i.e. the time period for how long the suppliers
can challenge the award of suppliers.
4. Click the [Save] button, the reason screen appears. Enter an award reason and
click the [Save]
5. Any suppliers not awarded will now receive an automatic message saying they
were not successful in the tender, and they have until the standstill end to
challenge and request an award report.
6. You can at any time go in and extend the standstill period by using the [Award
supplier] button from the { Quotations } tab
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To send an award report:
1. If an award report is requested by the supplier you will be notified via a
message on the system and email.
2. Go to the Tender where the report was requested and the { Quotations } tab.
Click the [Award supplier] button

3. Use the Send report link for the supplier who requested the report. A small popup window opens.
4. Click the [Send report] button to send it to the supplier.
5. From the { Audit trail } you can click on a link to see the full report sent to the
supplier.

5.7.3 Set Tender award values
In tenders where the authority has not received the supplier responses online, the
award value is not captured and cannot be reported on. Many governments in EU
require these reports for tenders above and below threshold values, the reporting of
award values could also be beneficial for authorities internally.
The award value is found in the tender checklist in the Contract award section and
is available to edit after deadline and the tender box or envelopes has been opened.

The award values can be set for any supplier that has registered interest in the
tender online. The value that is entered and saved is never shown to the supplier or
it does not replace any of the supplier actual bids, if the supplier submitted a quote
online.
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The suppliers that have submitted online, the value is prefilled, but allowed to be
changed.

When awarding suppliers, it is now possible to award any supplier that has an
award value, even if the supplier did not send in an online response.
The entered award value of the awarded supplier is available in any report that
represents the award value.
NOTE! You do not need to use this functionality if you received supplier responses
online or if you publish the award notice containing the value to TED or any national
publication site as TenderNed or Doffin. Configure your tender checklist how you
see appropriate.
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Section 6: General user information & Modules
6.1

Edit user profile
You as the logged in user have access to settings and the details regarding your
user profile and can also change them on the site.
To edit user details:
1.

Select Personal profile from the Navigation dropdown. The user details
screen is shown

2.

Click on the Edit link by the User profile to change user details, such as user
name, password, time zone, notification settings, preferred language etc.
Change the settings and click [Save].

Notification settings
Notifications are events happening on the system and how you would like to be
notified about them. A system message is always sent for a notification, you can
choose for each of the notifications if you would like to receive an email as a
notification as well.
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Active X settings
ActiveX is control which can be downloaded and installed on your computer to gain
access to additional functionality within CTM, the ActiveX’s are only available on a
client Windows platform using the Internet Explorer as web browser. To be able to
install the ActiveX you need to have access to install programs on your computer,
i.e. being a power user or computer administrator.
To install the ActiveX’s one by one, click the [Load] button next to each of the
ActiveX. You can also install them all by downloading the complete installation Lot
and install.
If you do not have access to install programs, you can download an installation Lot
and ask your local support to install the ActiveX-Lot.
The below ActiveX’s are currently available
ActiveX
Analytical engine

Upload manager

Chart FX

Description
The analytical engine is used within a Tender to score
and evaluate responses received from the suppliers.
Developed by eu-supply
The upload manager is a tool to upload multiple files
and folder structures from your local disk to any of the
document archives on the system.
Developed by eu-supply
The Chart FX is used within the eAuction module to
display a graph of bids which has been placed during an
auction

CAPICOM

Developed by Software FX
The Capicom is used to create digital signatures to be
used on the site

Flash

Developed by Microsoft
The Flash is used to display graphics, for example in a
supplier profile and the map-chart.

Digital signature utility

Developed by Macromedia
Digital signature utility allows you to digitally sign
documents and supplier responses on the site.
Developed by eu-supply

Certificate
There are two types of certificates you can upload to your user profile (i) Using
when logging in and signing contracts (ii) used for encrypting and decrypting the
tender box within a Tender.
i – The digital certificate to be used when logging in and signing contracts are
uploaded from the page where you edit the main user information such as time zone
and language.
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ii - Digital certificate within the main view are used when encrypting and sending
envelopes as part of an Tender, when using the offline editor.

6.2

Digital signatures
Within the system you can use and set different variations of certification to be used
for digital signing. These can be set on country level and on organization level.
Below you see that these settings appear and are possible to set (if you have the
digital signature module) within the procedure template. The setting for allowing
letter of authentication can also be set in the procedure template. If you have any of
these you will automatically have the other setting.

If the template are set up that this should be editable on each occasion you will as a
normal user be able to decide for each tender if you wish to allow/force any of these
functions. See bottom lines.
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If the letter of authentication setting is enabled, the supplier will be able to choose to either
sign the response digitally, or submit anyway and instead send a signed letter of
authentication as fax or regular mail
It is now also possible to sign with ANY digital certificate installed on the client
This is the supplier page where you can see that the supplier gets information and a
button to print the authentication letter if you have chosen to let them respond this
way.
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As a buyer, you will be able to distinguish supplier responses
submitted with a digital signature from the ones with letter of
authentication.
And when opening the responses, you will also be able to
verify that the letter of authentication matches the online
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If you find the same signature (hash code) on the
printed letter of authentication sent by the supplier,
and on the response page, you have verified that

6.2.1 Verification of digital certificate
It’s possible for buyers to validate the certificate used by suppliers when sending the
proposal against an external validation service (Unizeto). Suppliers can also check
any certificate before sending the proposal if the certificate is valid. On the supplier
side there is also a link to view the certificate used for signing.
Buyer side:
Clicking on the digital signature icon will show the certificate used for signing and
validation of the certificate will be done against an external validation service.
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Supplier side:
Suppliers can test a certificate against an external validation service

Suppliers have the possibility to view the certificate used for signing.
Checking certificate against an external validation service
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6.3

Document folders
The Document folders enable storage of documents on the system for use in
Tenders or quotations without having to upload the same document multiple times.
Also distribution of new versions etc. becomes easier.

The following document folders are available:


Company document folder – The place to store documents that are shared
throughout the company and used in Tenders. Any user within your company
can link or copy these documents to any Tender or contract. Only the company
administrator can update documents within the company folder.



User document folder – The place to store your personal documents. They are
not available for any other users.



”Project” document folder – The place to store documents related to a
specific ”Project”. Any user having access rights to the ”Project” can download
these files, any editor can change, delete or add documents to the ”Project”
folder

When a Tender is created documents or folders can be “linked” from the folders to
be included in the Tender. When a document or folder is linked any changes to the
document/folder also are reflected in the Tenders that have included the
document/folder.
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6.3.1 Upload documents from PC
Documents are uploaded using the upload facility. Documents can either be
uploaded directly or scheduled to take place during off office hours if large amounts
of data are about to be uploaded.
To upload documents from your PC:
1.

From the home page, go to the archive/folder to upload documents to.

2.

Click on the [Upload files…] button. This presents the Upload Manager where
files and/or folders can be selected. If folders are selected the folder
hierarchy can be uploaded as well. It is therefore recommended that you
structure the documents in folders as desired on the PC prior to upload.

To schedule an upload of documents:
1.

From the home page, go to the archive/folder to upload documents to.

2.

Click on the [Upload files…] button. Select the files to upload.

3.

Click on the [Schedule] button. In a window you can set the time of the
Upload. Your computer will then, if connected to the Internet, start the Upload
at the desired time.

NOTE! The PC must be left on with an open internet connection for the schedule
upload to be able to start.
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If you want to cancel a scheduled upload or review status of them, click on the
Scheduled Upload link on the main page. Or click the

in the tray of your PC.

A window is displayed listing the jobs that have been scheduled and their status.
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6.3.2 Version management
To upload a new version of a document:
1. Click on the arrow down in front of the document and select Edit….

2. The document details are displayed.
3. Click on the [Upload new version…] button to upload a new version of the
document.

4. The action list for all Tenders including this document will now include an entry
regarding the change of version.

6.4

Reporting
6.4.1 General reports
The CTM application supports different types of reporting. If running the solution
using own HW infrastructure there is the possibility to develop any own reports
desired. If running hosted we can also provide reports meeting almost any needs.
Also read more information regarding the Dynamical Reporting Module.
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In the general reporting tab you can reach the general available reports that are not
specific for particular tender but generally for all data within your authority regarding
tendering.

All tenders report will show all tenders and avilable for all users, some reports are
only relevant for those authorities that use those specific modules. The newest
report released in Jan 2016 is the Resource planning report.

In the resource planning report all users are listed, counting the number of planned
procurements, tenders and contracts. The report gives an overview of the stage and
workload for each user.
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The report has two pages (two sheets if exporting to Excel), the second page gives
the same statistic, but based on the offices.

6.4.2 Tender specific reports
You can reach tender specifik reports from the Reporting tab within the tender itself
from the Reporting tab/section , this will vary depending on structure used for this
particular tender.

The most commonly used report is the evaluation report
Click on Generate new as highlighted above
Once it has generated click on refresh icon
or F5 to refresh your page and
show the excel version of it. The top version is in word format.
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In addition to the Evaluation and scoring report you can generate a full Tender
Evaluation report.

If the supplier does not fulfill all mandatory requirements, the supplier row is marked
with red for visibility.
This applies for the weight and score evaluation model, using the online evaluation
tool
In the downloaded report it is possible to edit and add filtering/sorting of data for any
of the columns.

Each requirement not fulfilled is marked per requirement as well.
For Value added model which is available through the ActiveX Analytical Engine
there is a similar report
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6.5

My tasks
From the home page a link is available to “My tasks”. This shows an overview of the
tasks that the logged in user is involved in.
The user that is the owner of the contract can assign tasks to different users and
external persons. The tasks assigned to other users by the logged on user can be
viewed on the tab { Sent requests }. There, the owner of the task is shown together
with start and end dates. The external sent tasks appear at the senders list to set at
ready (this due to fact that external person has no access to system thus the task
could otherwise never be set as completed)

The user that has been assigned different tasks can review the list of tasks as well.
On the tab { Received requests } are the tasks that can be assigned to this user by
other contract owners.

When a task is set to complete by the assigned user, the task will be taken off the
Requests tab. It can then be found on the { Completed } tab instead.
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6.6

BoQ/Price Schedule Advanced (Separate Module)
Please note that at any place within CTM where it says BoQ (Bill of Quantities) this
is the same as Price Schedule or Price List depending on authority.
The BoQ Manager offers tools to work efficiently with entire bill files. Using the BoQ
Manager you can exchange data with estimating Lots, break-up a BoQ-file into
separate files for later distribution within Tender Lots and follow-up on prices at
BoQ-file level.
To access the BoQ Manager:
1.

From the home page, click on the My Tenders link. The My Tenders screen
displays.

2.

From the My Tenders screen click the BoQ Manager link.

3.

The list all BoQ-files, if applicable, within the ”Project” are displayed.

To create a new BoQ-file:
1.
2.

From the home page, click on the My Tenders link. The My Tenders screen
displays.
From the My Tenders screen click the BoQ Manager link.
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3.

Click the [Create BoQ file] button. The Create BoQ file screen displays.

4.

Enter the name of the BoQ file and click on the [Save] button.

5.

Click on the BoQ file name to open the new BoQ-file.

BoQ Tabs:
A created BoQ-file has the following tabs:


Items – Contains the entire BoQ-file in a long list. From this tab you import data
from estimation Lots, edit/delete items etc.



Break-ups – Contains the break-ups created. From this tab you can create
break-ups, view items per break-up and split a BoQ-file into break-ups using
the assembler.



Pricing – A pricing view of the entire BoQ-file by break-up. On this tab you can
see the prices selected for each break-up and a link to the relevant Tender.



Documents – Contains all the documents attached on all the items within the
BoQ file. The items are displayed as folders and in a tree view. You can easily
attach documents to each item from this view

A BoQ-file can be populated with data in three different ways:


Create rows directly within Tender Management – Single items can be
created manually within the tendering solution



Import data from external system – The tender solution supports “one-off”
imports as well as multiple imports if the external system is used as a master.
The import can also be made from a generic Excel sheet. A template for the
Excel is available on the import page.
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Import of data from a received request – If having received a request you
can use the data received to create your own BoQ-file used to collect prices
from different suppliers.

6.6.1 Create rows directly within Tender Management
You can create rows directly within a BoQ-file in Tender Management. This can be
used to populate an empty BoQ-file or to add rows to imported data.
To create a row:
1.

From the home page, click on the My Tenders link. The My Request for
Tenders screen displays.

2.

From the My Request for Tenders screen click the BoQ Manager link.

3.

Click on the name of the required BoQ-file. The { Items } tab screen is
active.

4.

Mark the row by ticking the checkbox to the left of the item you want to insert
a new row after. If no row is selected the row will be placed last.

5.

Click the [Add row] button. The Create/Edit row screen displays.

6.

Select what type of row you want to create (Item / Header / Note) from the
Type dropdown and complete the required information.

7.

Estimated rate is optional information. It can be used as benchmark for prices
received.

8.

Click the [Save] button.
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9.

When an item has been created it displays as draft (Working version). Any
item which is being a draft is not available to be used in any Tender. To make
the items available, select the items and click the [Update to new version]
button. If you publish a tender that contain working version BoQ the system
will warn you that you have items in working versions.

6.6.2 Import of data from external system
The tender tool supports import of BoQ-file data from external systems. After import
the data can be edited in the same way as any data created on the tender solution.
To import data from external system:
1.

From the home page, click on the My Tenders link. The My Tenders screen
displays.

2.

From the My Request for Tenders screen click the BoQ Manager link.

3.

Click on the name of the BoQ-file. The { Items } tab screen is active.

4.

Click the [Import data] button.

5.

Use the Browse function to select the file to be imported from your computer.

6.

Click the [Import] button.

7.

The import BoQ-file is displayed. Make any changes and click Import.
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8.

The import report page is displayed with information about the import that is
about to take place. The page displays the number of items that will be
created on the system. If errors are found in the import file they are displayed
and you are asked to proceed or cancel. If there are more than three errors
found in the import file there is likely something wrong with the import file and
no import can be done.

9.

Click on [Proceed] to execute the import and OK to confirm.

10.

The { Items } tab screen is active.

11.

Click on the { Breakups } tab to view any break-ups imported.

Multiple imports (if supported by external system):
If you continue making changes after the BoQ-file has been imported you can
import the same BoQ-file again. Upon the second import the Import report will
display the following information:


Number of new items – The number of items that will be created.



The updated items – A list of all items changed. You can decide to update all
or only a sub-set of the items.



Not updated items – A list of all items that will NOT be updated. They may
have been CREATED on the tender solution AFTER the previous IMPORT or
have been DELETED in the EXTERNAL system. If deleted, you need to go
down the list and delete them in the tender solution as well.

When [Proceed] is clicked the update is executed. You may run any number of
consecutive imports.

6.6.3 Import of data from received request
(Only for users with access to Multi level tendering)
If you have received a request you can use the data received to create your own
BoQ-file to collect prices from different suppliers. This feature is only available if
having the supplier membership and the buyer membership.
To import data from received request:
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1.

From the home page, click on the My Tenders link. The My Request for
Tenders screen displays.

2.
3.

From the My Request for Tenders screen click the BoQ Manager link.
Click on the name of the BoQ-file. The { Items } tab screen is active.

4.

Click the [Copy from Tender] button.

5.

Select the tender that you want to import data from.

6.

Click [Copy all rows] or [Copy selected rows] to add the items to your BoQ
file. If the buyer owner of the incoming Tender has selected you to copy the
break-up information you will see a drop-down to select the break-up to copy.

6.6.4 Formatting and Editing BoQ-file data
For ease of reading and navigation within the BoQ-file, header levels are formatted
with a difference in size of text, use of bold, italic etc. Rows are also adjusted right
depending on their position within the BoQ-file
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Use the
buttons to indent rows.
BoQ-file rows can be edited or deleted within the BoQ Manager.
To edit a row:
1.

From the home page, click on the My Tenders link. The My Request for
Tenders screen displays.

2.

From the My Request for Tenders screen click the BoQ Manager link.

3.

Click on the name of the required BoQ-file. The { Items } tab screen is
active.

4.

Mark the row you want to edit by clicking on the description of the item. The
Edit Item screen displays.

5.

Make the required changes then click the [Save] button.

6.

When an item has been edited the version is changed from “real” version to
draft of working version. Any item being a draft version is not available to be
used in any Tender. To make an item available for use in the Tenders, select
the item(s) and click the [Update to new version] button.

To delete a row:
1.

From the home page, click on the My Tenders link. The My Request for
Tenders screen displays.

2.

From the My Request for Tenders screen click the BoQ Manager link.

3.

Mark the row you want to delete by clicking in the checkbox to the left of the
item.

4.

Click the [Delete] button.

5.

A confirmation message displays. Click OK to proceed and delete the item.

If a row has been included in a tender (directly or through a Lot as described below)
all changes made in the BoQ Manager also are reflected within the corresponding
Tender.

6.6.5 Navigation
To avoid long download times a BoQ-file is always presented as 40 rows at a time.
The following toolbar is always available for navigation within a BoQ-file:

Takes you to the next 40 rows of the BoQ-file.
Takes you to the previous 40 rows of the BoQ-file
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Takes you to the last 40 rows of the BoQ-file
Takes you to the first 40 rows of the BoQ-file
You can also go directly to a specific row by using the search functionality. The
search is independent of what reference system is being used.
To search for an item in the BoQ:
1.

From the home page, click on the My Tenders link. The My Request for
Tenders screen displays.

2.

From the My Request for Tenders screen click the BoQ Manager link.

3.

Enter the item reference number in the Find ref field.

4.

Click on the [Search] button.

5.

You are positioned at the first occurrence of the reference within the BoQ-file.

6.6.6 Manage Break-ups
The break-up functionality provides a way to top-down split a BoQ-file into breakups that are suitable for the procurement. One or more break-ups can then be
included in a Tender.
All rows included in one break-up are by default presented in the same order in
relation to each other as they were within the BoQ-file.
By default the rows also have the same formatting within a break-up as they had
within the BoQ-file. You can create specific formatting that differs from the BoQ-file
using the
buttons. When the break-up is assigned to a Tender the group
specific formatting will be used.
To split a BoQ-file into break-ups:
1.

From the home page, click on the My Tenders link. The My Request for
Tenders screen displays.

2.

From the My Request for Tenders screen click the BoQ Manager link.

3.

Click on the required BoQ file. The Bill of Quantities screen displays.

4.

Click on the [Break-ups] tab.

5.

Click on the [Add break-up] button to create a break-up. The break-up details
screen displays.

6.

Type the name of the break-up then click the [Save] button.
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7.

Click the [Assembler] button to access the Lot assembler. The BoQ Lot
Assembler screen displays.

8.

Select a break-up on the right hand side to assign rows to. (1)

9.

Select the rows to be assigned on the left hand side by clicking the checkbox
to the left of the item. (2)

10.

Click the
button. The item is removed from the left hand list and moved
to the right hand list. (3)

11.

When the required items are added to the right hand side Lot click the [Close
Window] button.

12.

To unassign a row from a break-up, select the item/s within the group and
click the

button. The row can now be included in another group.

6.6.7 Attaching documents
Each item within the BoQ file can have documents assigned to them. The
documents tab is a quick way of getting a complete overview of the documents
attached to the items within the BoQ file.
To upload documents from the documents tab:
1.

From the home page, click on the My Request for Tenders link. The My
Request for Tenders screen displays.

2.

From the My Request for Tenders screen click the BoQ Manager link.

3.

Click on the required BoQ. The Bill of Quantities screen displays.

4.

Click on the { Documents } tab, the items are displayed as a folder list.
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5.

Use the [Upload files…] to upload files to each of the items. Any documents
uploaded are also available from the Main items list and the Folder icon for
each item.

6.6.8 Pricing the entire BoQ-file
Within the different Tenders issued you can follow-up on prices received within that
specific break-up. The pricing tabs within the BoQ Manager gives you a complete
view of prices for the entire BoQ-file based on selected suppliers within the Tender.
The pricing information is displayed per break-up or for the whole BoQ file.
To view pricing of an entire BoQ-file:
1.

From the home page, click on the My Request for Tenders link. The My
Request for Tenders screen displays.

2.

From the My Request for Tenders screen click the BoQ Manager link.

3.

Click on the required BoQ-file. The BoQ-file screen displays.

4.

Click on the { Pricing } tab.

5.

Click on the desired BoQ break-up.

If you continue negotiations with a supplier that has been selected above, any
changes in prices from that supplier will also be reflected on the pricing tab.
From the item price tab a priced BoQ-file can be exported for further use of the price
data in any external system.

6.7

Mini-Quote module
The mini-quote is a simpler version of an ordinary tender which also is preceding by
a pre-qualification of suppliers.
The whole process starts with a supplier pre-qualification, where the contracting
authority publishes or invites to a tender containing only a qualification
questionnaire. The qualification questionnaire will serve as a base for the upcoming
mini-quotes based on the pre-qualification. The suppliers fill in the qualification and
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submit their answers. The contracting authority gathers all the supplier answers and
evaluates if they are approved to be used for the mini-quotes.

Fig 20. Pre-qualification overview screen

Fig 21. Edit the pre-qualification status for a supplier

A company administrator is the only role who can update the pre-qualifications.
After the qualification the contracting authority can start creating their mini-quotes, a
mini-quote is essentially a mini-tender and can include any information an “ordinary”
tender includes, such as Price Schedules, documents and total quotes.
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Searching and adding suppliers to a mini-quote can only be done in one way and
that is by selecting a search criterion (see picture below) using the pre-qualification
questionnaire. The search result will display a list of suppliers compatible with the
search criteria, and the user can only select to add the result of suppliers, no more
suppliers can be added or removed from the mini-quote.

Fig 22. Search screen of the mini-quote

After adding of the suppliers, the process is as any normal tender with any options
the contracting authority chooses.
Selecting a tender as pre-qualification and mini-quote is done by defining process
templates for each part.
The pre-qualification/mini-quote is a system module, please contact EU-Supply or
one of our partners for commercials.

6.8

Questions and Answer (Q&A) module
The Q&A (Questions and Answers) is a new module within a tender which can be
used for broadcasting answers when a question is initiated from the supplier. All
functionality within messaging in a tender is also available
The process is as follows, the suppliers asks questions during the tender, the
contracting authorities have the possibility to revise the questions to remove any
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specific supplier information and then publish the answers to all suppliers. The
published answer and the question is available to any supplier who has expressed
interest in a tender.
The supplier will not have the possibility to ask any questions once the deadline for
clarification questions has passed. The deadline is set up by the contracting
authority in each tender, if no deadline is specified then the suppliers can ask
questions until tender deadline.
The contracting authority will see all questions asked by suppliers during the tender
process. Access to the questions asked by suppliers and the possibility to answer
them is available from the tender checklist.

You as a contracting authority and owner of a tender will be notified via email when
there is a new question asked by a supplier.
Questions asked by suppliers are listed as “Questions and answers” on the Q&A
page in CTM. In that list you see when the question was received and which
supplier that asked the question. You access and answer the question by clicking
on the subject of the question.

Once an answer has been given, the question is shown in the “Answers ready to
publish” list below the and can be published. Select the answer to publish and click
the Publish button. Once the answer has been published it cannot be edited or republished. The question and answer will be able to read by all suppliers.
Once a question has been published you can access it and see which suppliers who
have read the answer.
There is also a printer friendly version of the Q&A section.
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6.9

Dynamic Reporting module
Dynamic Reporting, allows for customer specific reports and also allowing for
customers to build/create their own reports.
The dynamic reporting is implemented with Microsoft SQL Server Reporting
Services (SSRS), which offers export of all the reports to standard formats without
any additional development required.

The report is first displayed in web format and the user can export to the above
formats.
Support for custom reports, i.e. reports not standard in CTM, can be delivered in two
ways
(i)
Possibility for you as a customer to build and change your custom reports,
using Microsoft Report builder, without any interaction with EU-Supply or
(ii)
EU-Supply implements the reports once off and can do changes.
Which of the two models is used are dependent on each customer needs and
should be discussed at delivery.
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For more information regarding licensing and training, please contact EU-Supply
sales responsible or partner.

Standard reports
With development of the dynamic reporting, the CTM standard reports have been
migrated to SSRS, thus allowing all current standard reports to be exported in the
any of the above formats.

6.10 Sid4Health module
6.10.1 Setting
You enable Sid4Health by ticking the equivalent setting in the process template, this
setting will only be visible if the module is switched on within your organization. It is
a module that is available only for the NHS sector in the UK market.
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Supplier enters DUNS number during
registration or editing company datails

Information about entered
DUNS number and profilen

Supplier goes to the new page to enter
DUNS number and profile id by clicking on
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New tab on buyer side to
browse to the new page to get
data from Sid4Health and save
it as zip file

New page on buyer side to see all suppliers
which has entered the DUNS number and
profile Id.
Buyer can get data by clicking on ”Get profile”
for a supplier or ”Get all profiles” for all
suppliers. The data will be saved as a zip file

6.11 Approvals
The system allows you to set up approval rules that require approval of certain
documents at different stages throughout a transaction. The administrator manages
the set-up of the approval relationships for your company (see the Administrator
Guide).
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6.11.1 Request an approval
To request approval:
1.

When needed, request approval for a document.

2.

The approval configuration window is displayed with the different alternative
persons available.

3.

Select the desired approvers and click [Save].

4.

The request is created and sent to the selected approvers. It can be sent in
parallel or sequential flow depending on the configuration made by the
administrator.

5.

To see the status of the approval, from home page My Approvals and the
{ Sent requests } tab

6.11.2 Respond to received approval request
A message is sent to you when someone has requested your approval. Your
approvals are also accessible directly from the service menu on the main page.
Click on My Approvals link from the home page to reach the outstanding approvals.
A list is displayed and status can be set. To view the information to be approved or
enter a comment, click on the related links.
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When clicking the [Save] button the approvals are saved and a message is sent to
the user that sent the Request for approval or to the next approver.
If a request is disapproved the user can send a new request later when the
appropriate changes have been made.

6.12 Other areas
This section describes the areas not covered in any section above

6.12.1 Simplified graphical user interface
Simplified graphical user interface is a setting that each user or company
administrator can set on his user profile.
The simplified user interface is used for more “beginners” of the system and those
users that only will be using basic functionality. Having the simplified graphical
interface enabled will allow users to enter directly into the My Tenders list and when
working with a Tender it will only show the check-list view with easy access to the
different parts.

6.12.2 Planned System (CTM) down time
To give end users a notification of coming CTM down times there is information
regarding system planned down time. You can find this information at following. See
picture below:
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As an additional warning when the downtime is closing there will be a warning text
displayed on the top of the most often accessed pages (see image below).
The pages with the additional warning: Home, My Tenders and Tender checklist.

As a contracting authority, you will want to know if the end time you have set or are
setting on your tender is conflicting with a planned downtime - for that purpose there
is an additional warning in the MyTenders list next to the end time.

Warning in My Tenders list

Also, when setting the end times for your tenders you will be given a pop-up
warning if the times conflict.

6.12.3 Check in / check out functionality
The check in / check out functionality is a way of locking items within the system for
editing, for example when working with a qualification questionnaire a single
question can be locked (checked out). Other users will see the lock and get
warnings if they try to update the locked (checked out) question. Once the owner of
a question is completed he unlocks (checks in) the questions. The locking is not
explicit other users can still make changes.
Items within the supporting the check out / check in are:
Questions – Within Tender and templates
BoQ items – Within each Tender and within the ”Project”
Documents – Within any folder, ”Project”, Tender or company
NOTE, to have this functionality your company administrator have switch it on within
the company profile.
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6.12.4 Opening and Tender Protocol (separate module)
Opening protocol is available on each step within a tender and the tender protocol is
available for the whole tender, regardless how many steps included.
The opening protocol has additional logo and address to the contracting authority.
The logo and address is taken from the company profile.
The protocol will be available for editing after opening of tender box or opening of
envelopes and it will be lock for editing after you invite any supplier to the next step
if you have a multi-step tender, otherwise it will be lock after you award a supplier.

Tender protocol
The tender protocol, which follows the opning and award made from the checklist is
available after awarding from the checklist.
In the tender protocol you will see the awarded suppliers and the package they were
awarded to. You will also see the non-awarded suppliers.
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The reason/justification text for the non-awarded suppliers is fetched from the
justification entered by procurement responsible when awarding the tender.
There are three signature lines, Client, Contracting Officer and Counter Signature.

6.12.5 Contract number (separate module)
Contract number is a property on a contract, it is an editable field and is default set
to <contract reference> - <ctm internal contract id>. The purpose of the field is for
the contracting authority to have a field which can be used both as reference and
unique id at the same time.
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Reference is defaulted to contract number for Amendment RFT contracts – if you
have the contract number functionality switched on.
When creating a contract for an Amendment RFT the reference field will be
defaulted with the contract number from the awarded supplier’s base contract (the
contract the amendment RFT was created from).
Below is a schematic image on how the contract numbers and references are prefilled
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Supplier A
Subcontract
Contract number
CN100

Supplier B
Subcontract

Multi supplier
contract

Contract number
CN200

Contract number
CN000

Supplier C
Subcontract
Contract number
CN300

Amendment RFT
Supplier B is
Awarded supplier

Single supplier
Contract
Supplier B
Reference= CN200

All related contracts (contracts that are created on the same base RFT, including
amendment RFT contracts) are listed in the Main contract page for a supplier.
Ensuring the supplier finding of any related contracts
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6.12.6 IP check (separate module)
This exists if a company wants to limit the access to CTM to only be allowed from
specific IP addresses.

6.12.7 Printshops
A print shop is a third-party business to where you can send documents for printing,
for example large drawings. A print shop needs to have access to the system for
you to be able to use it, and your company administrator must have set it up for
usage within your company. If you are missing any print shop, contact your
company administrator. Any documents you may send for printing to a print shop
are to be charged to your company.
Setting up a print shop
When setting up a print shop to be used within a ”Project” or Tender, you allow
suppliers invited to participate in the Tenders to print free of charge any documents
you have assigned to the Tender. Any prints requested by the suppliers invited will
be charged to your company.
To set up a print shop for use within a ”Project”:
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1.

From the home page, click on the My Tenders link. The My Request for
Tenders screen displays.

2.

From the My Tenders screen click the Print shops link. The list of available
print shops within your company displays.

3.

Select the print shops you want to set up for free printing for the suppliers,
edit the tariff and service information if needed and click [Save].

4.

The selected print shop(s) are now available to use free of charge by the
suppliers to print any documents you may attach to the Tenders. All prints
ordered within your company can be viewed from the Printshops link from the
home page.

6.12.8 Lot categories:

If the company administrator for the buyer has uploaded a category tree including
questions, a category can be added to the Lot with questions. To upload a category
tree within the buyer profile, contact your local support for more information.
1.

Click on the link in the checklist for categories. The categories screen is
displayed.

2.

Click the [Add…] button. A pop-up window with the category tree is
displayed. Select one or more categories for your Lot and click [Save] at the
top. The pop-up window is closed and the screen below is refreshed.

3.

Categories added are shown in a list, click on the View questions link to see
the questions for each of the categories added. When done, click the [Done]
button to go back to the checklist.
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